FRONT COVER: Fine British / N.Z Miltary Rifles - Brown Bess, Col. Hay Pattern & Snider MkII
Lots 203,201&200
Carvell’s Auctions Presents our 25th year and 50th auction featuring the Collection of the Rotorua
R.S.A with many items at no reserve! More superb Lugers from the Murray Willis collection. A
large collection of WWII firearms not offered on the market in over 30 years plus many other quality
items from over sixty different vendors.
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BACK COVER : Lot 512 Fredrick Barnes Silver Mounted Officers Pistols
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CATALOGUE 50

1 - GUN MAGAZINES
10 Gun Report Magazines. Mostly from the late 1970’s.
VGC

17 - WEBLEY MKII REVOLVER
British .455 cal revolver, circa 1890’s. Barrel has been
plugged at the muzzle and the action fixed shut as well as
firing pin removed, wooden grips. PC

6

2 - CLEANING KIT
Deluxe cleaning kit in soft bag, Otis type with 14 brushes,
unused. ExC

18 - ENFIELD MKI* REVOLVER
WWII British .38 S&W cal revolver. Enfield 1940 marked.
Trigger does not function in double action otherwise appears
to be working. FC
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3 - 10/22 MAGAZINES
Five Ruger 10 shot magazines. VGC

19 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
WWII .38 S&W cal revolver, firing pin has been cut but the
action is strong. British Military marked. FC B/CLR
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4 - MILITARY CAMO PANTS
Military protective trousers MKIV desert camo protective
lined and Nato, size 5060/8575. VGC

20 - MAUSER G98 RIFLE
WWI Imperial German Mauser bolt action rifle. 30” 8mm
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Chamber
marked DANZIG 1915 and with Army acceptence marks,
side marked Gew 98. Metalwork with dark patina. Woodwork with many small dings. FWO&C ALR

5 - PISTOL BAGS
Six assorted zip up pistol bags. GC
14
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6 - 20MM DUMMY ROUNDS
Twelve inert rounds for a Military 20mm cannon complete
with link and projectiles. GC NLR
7 - .223 LINK
Large bag of machine gun link for .223/5.56 ammo. Weighs
3.5kg (1000+links). GC NLR
8 - PATTERN 88 BAYONET
British Military P1888 MK2 bayonet, Wilkinson and ordnance marked. 12” Blade with mild staining. Pitting to the
pommel. No scabbard. FC
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22 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI bolt action rifle. 27” .303 cal barrel
with original foresight, the rear sight unit is missing. Chamber marked ERA and the side broad arrow marked. Bolt has
been re numbered to match the gun. Metalwork has most
overall blue. VGC wood work complete with swivels.
VGWO&C ALR
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9 - PATTERN 88 BAYONET
Similar to previous lot but the grip has large initials carved
in. No scabbard. FC
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10 - NO 4 BAYONET
British Military WWII SMLE NO4 MKII spike bayonet with
blued steel scabbard. Small break at the tip. FC
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The following 8 handguns are from the Rotorua R.S.A collection. They have been welded and bolted to the wall for
security. This has now been cut off and remains of this are
present on the frame or slide of the guns. We have photographed this side of the gun to show the damage, the other
sides have normal finish. Most of these guns have been
deactivated, many could be returned to functioning while
others are more suitable for parts. We recommend viewing
or contacting us before bidding.

24 - BOER WAR MAUSER RIFLE
South African Boer War period MOD 1895 Mauser rifle. 29”
7mm cal barrel, chamber without markings but with correct
A prefix serial on the side and German Military acceptence
mark. Marked MOD MAUSER 1896 LUDW. LOEWE etc.
Metalwork with most overall dark patina with scattered pin
pricking on the barrel. Bolt and rifle with matching serial
number. GWO&C ALR
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25 - PATTERN 1907 BAYONET
Australian Military SMLE NO3 MKI bayonet. 43 cm Blade
marked Lithgow 1918. Near all ‘parade’ plating finish to the
blade and thinning on the guard and pommel. GC wooden
grips and complete with scarce double stitiched leather
scabbard with frog. VGC
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12 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII German 9mm pistol. Marked P38 a c 43 and Waffen
amt. Most blue, with bakelite grips. Appears to be complete
and functioning. FWO&C CLR

14 - LUGER PISTOL
WWI Erfurt 1917 P08 9mm pistol. Missing side plate, firing
pin, extractor rear toggle pin etc and the safety is welded.
PC BLR

23 - LEE ENFIELD NO3 RIFLE
Australian Military WWII SMLE III* bolt action rifle. 25”
.303 cal Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. Wrist
marked LITHGOW 1942 etc. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC original woodwork complete with sling.
VGWO&C ALR
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11 - K98 BAYONET
25cm Blade code marked fnj 43 with some pitting and staining. GC wooden grips, scabbard with a few dents and includes frog. FC

13 - ARILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI German 9mm LPO8 pistol. 1917 dated and DWM
make. Take down lever is bent and firing pin is missing.
Magazine is WWII alloy base type and the grips have two
holes in one side. FC CLR

21 - TURKISH MAUSER RIFLE
M 1903 Turkish Mauser. 30” 8mm cal barrel. Chamber with
Turkish 1942 dated crest for conversion and refurbishment.
Metalwork with dark overall patina. GC woodwork complete with sling swivels and bayonet lug. GWO&C ALR

26 - SNIDER SAWBACK BAYONET
Very rare NZ Military P1875 saw back bayonet. These were
converted Martini Henry bayonets at the request of the NZ
Colonial Office to supply 600 Snider Artillery carbines with
sawback bayonets. The leaf spring is placed on the opposite
side of the grip (page 315 Watts and White). 51cm Sawback
blade with WD and ordnance marks as well as 9/81 date.
Metalwork with only slight staining and ExC original chequered leather grips complete with leather & steel scabbard.
ExC

22
23

24
28

15 - NAZI CZ27 PISTOL
Czech .32 cal semi auto pistol. Slide German fnh code
marked etc. Missing firing pin and magazine. Brown bakelite grips. FC CLR
16 - WEBLEY MKIII REVOLVER
British, circa late 1800’s 450/476 revolver. Metalwork with
pitting. Appears to function. GC hard rubber grips. FWO&C
B/CLR
Note: Buyers premium is now 12% This is our only
increase in 25 years of auctions.
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27 - MARTINI HENRY YATAGHAN BAYONET
58cm Yataghan bayonet modified for the Martini Henry rifle
marked with WD and solingen contract marks. 18mm Socket
ring and the pommel and the mortise slot has been relieved.
GC leather grips and complete with leather and steel scabbard. VGC
28 - PATTERN 1879 BAYONET
British Military Martini Henry Artillery carbine sword bayonet. 25 ¾” Sawback plate with ordnance marks. GC but worn
wooden grip. The metalwork has been plated. Complete with
leather scabbard and frog. GC
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29 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
Post war German pocket pistol, 3¼” .32acp cal barrel with
1969 proof mark. Slide with original sights, Walther banner
and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original blue.
Some mild staining to the slide and thinning on the frame
edges towards the muzzle. VGC original brown plastic grips
and finger groove magazine. Includes original plastic box
with manual. VGWO&C CLR

41
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30 - MAB MODEL D PISTOL
French .32 acp semi auto pistol. 4” acp cal barrel, slide
marked PISTOLET AUTOMATIQUE CAL 7.65 MAB
BREVETE MODELE D & SURETE NATIONALE (French
civil Police in Mauritania). Metalwork with near all original
blue and VGC original grips. VG-ExWO&C CLR

41 - M1 CARBINE
US Militray WWII period .30M1 cal carbine. 18” Barrel with original sights and bayonet lug and 1944 inland
marked barrel. Chamber marked US carbine etc. The rear
marked Inland DIY and with adjustable sight. Metalwork
with most overall blue, ExC woodwork. Includes magazine
pouch, post war sling and oiler and its 15R magazine.
VG-ExWO&C ELR
42 - VZ58 RIFLE
Czech semi auto M58 assault rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel
with original sights and marked she75. Metalwork with
black enamel arsenal finish. VGC original wood resin stock
etc. Includes 30R magazine and bayonet. GWO&C ELR
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31 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
WWII Italian Military semi auto pistol. 3½” Barrel .380 cal
barrel slide with 1938 date and Beretta markings frame with
Italian Army acceptance marks. Metalwork with near all finish. VGC original grips. VGWO&C

43 - CZ27 SUBMACHINE GUN
Czech 7.62 Tokarev cal S.M.G. 11” Barrel, receiver with
original sights and armoury code she. Metalowork with
most original arsenal dark grey enamel refurbish. VGC
brown resin one piece grip and stock with folding stock and
magazine charger holder on the side. Includes two original
magazines and sling. VGWO&C CLR
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32 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL
Swedish Military Browning 1907 pistol. 5” 9mm Browning
long cal barrel, slide with Husquarna address and original
sights. Metalwork with rear all Military finish. ExC original Swedish Crown hard rubber grips. Includes original
brown leather flap holster with two extra magazines. VGExWO&C B/CLR

44 - MI CARBINE MAGAZINE
15 Shot blued .30MI carbine cal magazine. VGC

42

45 - L1A1 MAGAZINES
Two 20R magazines for the SLR 7.62 cal L1A1 rifle. Some
rust staining and loss of finish. FC
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46 - L1A1 MAGAIZNES
Same as previous lot. FC

33 - UNIQUE PISTOL
French Kriegsmodel pocket pistol produced under German
supervision during the Vichy regime. 3” .32 Auto barrel,
slide with original sights and marked 7,65 over 9 COUPS
‘UNIQUE’ etc. Metalwork with a few small areas of pinpricking but most overall blue. GC original bakelite grips.
GWO&C CLR

47 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Both soft cover, large format with B&W illustrations showing takedown etc. Carbine Handbook and Famous Automatic Pistols and Revolvers. GC
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48 - WINCHESTER M94 RIFLE
Nice example of a lever action M9422 rifle. 20” Round barrel with full length magazine and marked with New Haven
address. The front without sight hood and the rear with sight
blank fitted and Williams peep sight on the rear base. Metalwork retains near all bright original blue. ExC original
chequered walnut stock. ExWO&C ALR

34 - BERETTA M34 HOLSTER
Brown leather flap holster fro the Italian WWII pistol. VGC
35 - BERETTA M34 MAGAZINE
For the WWII Italian .380 cal pistol near all blued finish and
steel finger groove base. VGC
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36 - SIG 9MM MAGAZINE
13R 9mm pistol magazine for sig P226 marked with SIG
SAUER logo. VGC

49 - WINCHESTER 30.30 RIFLE
Model 94AE lever action rilfe. 20” 30.30cal Round barrel
with full length magazine, original sights and New Haven
address. Metalwork retains nearly all original blue with
slight loss on the underside. Hammer fitted with spur. ExC
walnut stock with one ding to the back. ExWO&C ALR

37 - SIG SAUER .22 MAGAZINES
Two 10R steel pistol magazines for the Swiss pistol. Near
all blued finish. VGC
48

38 - H&K MAGAZINES
Two original 8R 9mm magazines for the P7 model pistol.
VGC
39 - NZ ISSUE STEYR AUG RIFLE
A extremely rare NZ Army Issue Steyr AUG Bull Pup assault rifle. 21” 5.56mm cal blued barrel with flash hider
and bayonet lug and marked with NZ prefix serial number.
The gun is also marked NZ and broad arrow on the receiver
which is fitted with original optic. Green polymer stock with
folding foregrip and is marked with the Lithgow ADI logo
and Made in Australia. Includes its original 30R magazine.
This rifle is ex Rotorua RSA and has been deactivated by
the hammer part of the bolt being cut and the barrel being
plugged. This is the only example of a NZ issue Steyr AUG
we know of ever being offered for sale and a great addition
to a NZ Military rifle collection. VGC CLR
40 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’. 25” .308 cal barrel with flash hider
and bayonet lug. The receiver with original sights and serial number with Lithgow 1962 prefix as well as marked
L1A1 and broad arrow marks. Metalwork with grey original
patina. GC wooden furniture with usual dings and polymer
carry handle, includes 20R magazine. Missing rear swivel
and firing pin otherwise GC ELR

50 - BROWNING .22 RIFLE
Browning model BL22 lever action rifle. 20” Blued barrel
with full length magazine and original sights. Browning US
address and Made In Japan. Receiver is engraved and metalwork has near all original blue with some speckling on
the left hand receiver edge. VGC chequered walnut stock.
VGWO&C ALR
51 - BRNO MODEL 1 RIFLE
Desirable Czech .22lr bolt action rifle. 22” Barrel with rear
sight removed and 65 proof date. Reciever fitted with 4x40
scope. Metalwork has most overall reblue. Original woodwork with some dings and swivels fitted. GWO&C
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52 - GERMAN FLARE PISTOL
WWII Nazi German Walther 2.7cm Leuchtpistole. 15mm
Octagonal to round alloy barrel marked with Army Inspectors marks and eagle over 214 (Wilhelm Gustof Werke),
these are also on the frame. Metalwork retains most original finish which is thinning on the barrel and leading edges.
VGC original grips. VGWO&C NLR
39
51
52

3
53 - M35 GERMAN HELMET
WWII Nazi German Army M35, steel paint thinning on the
top and the Army Eagle decal completely gone and the National Colours decal is about 60% present. Inside the helmet near the rolled edge is marked 3952 and E.F.64. Brown
leather lining is marked 58. Complete with chin strap. F-GC

62 - NO4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII SMLE rifle. 25” 303 cal barrel with original foresight. Receiver with basic battle sight and marked
NO4MKI* LONG BRANCH 1942. The wrist NZ marked.
Metalwork with near all finish. VGC woodwork with some
dings and complete with webbing sling. VGWO&C ALR
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54 - POLISH HELMET
WWI period Adrian type steel helmet for Polish Military
complete with leather liner and brass chin strap, brass badge
and most dark green paint. GC

63 - LONG TOM RIFLE
British/NZ Military Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 30” .303
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The wrist
marked Crown/VR B.S.A. Co 190? LE I *. The rear apperture sight is missing from the otherside of the wrist. Metalwork with most thinning blue. VGC woodwork complete
with swivels, lobbing sight and NZ marked brass butt plate.
GWO&C ALR

55 - NZ ARMY CAP
NZ peaked WWII period SD cap. Inside marked Hills Caps
Ltd Wellington NZ. Olive drab wool construction with
leather strap and NZ onward badge. VGC
56 - NAZI HI-POWER PISTOL
WWII Nazi German model 1935 9mm pistol. 4 ¾” Barrel
marked with last 4 digits of serial number (same as on the
slide and frame) as well as post war British proofs which are
also on the slide and frame. The slide is without any FN legend or markings and no sign of this ever being present. This
is most likely an early gun after the German taking over
of the factory and has not been rolled stamped. The front
of the gun under the barrel is marked with a Waffen amt
WaA140 which is correct for FN. There is also an acceptance eagle underneath the slidelock lever and MR stamped
on the triggerguard. Metalwork retains near all finish. GC
original grips with small aged repair. Original period magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
57 - NAZI BROWNING 1910/22 PISTOL
WWII FN made under occupation semi auto pistol. 4 ¼”
.32acp cal barrel marked with the serial number and Nazi
eagle as well as Enlish proof mark (sold through England
after the war). The slide with original sights, FN Herstal
address and also with acceptance and Waffen amt markings
which are also on the frame. Metalwork with most thinning
original blue. VGC correct wooden grips. Magazine marked
FN 9mm. VGWO&C B/CLR

64

65
54
53

60 - S.A DAGGER
Nazi German 1933 model S.A Dagger. 22cm Blade marked
with motto Alles Fur Deutchland and makers logo C&R
LINDER SOLINGEN-WEYER. Blade is in VGC with only
a couple of areas of staining. The crossguard is marked WM
for the area its produced and both have excellent fit to the
wooden grip with sharp eagle and wear to the S.A logo. Very
fine small aged crack to the grip. VGC scabbard with some
speckling to the brown enamel finish. Complete with hanger. One of the least common makers of these daggers. VGC
61 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military WWII SMLE No5 rifle. 20” .303 cal barrel with original flash hider, sight and bayonet lug. The rear
with apperture sight. The side of the receiver marked No5
MKI and the wrist with 45 date. Metalwork with near all
finish. GC woodwork with stock cartouche and rack number
and complete with sling. G-VGWO&C ALR

65 - ARISAKA RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII type 38 bolt action rifle. 32” 6.5 Jap
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug. The chamber
without chrysanthemum or any sign of it being ground off
and is marked 38 in Kanji. The receiver with Tokyo arsenal
mark and has the dust cover. Metalwork with dark patina.
Woodwork is well above average and with correct two piece
construction and includes swivels. The flat type butt plate is
heavily pitted otherwise VG-ExWO&C ALR
66 - SMLE SLING
Olive drab and brass WWII period canvas Lee Enfield sling.
ExC
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58 - WALTHER P38 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German 9mm pistol. 5” Barrel with original
sights and original machined texture and British proved
on the underside. The slide is marked P38 byf 43 (Mauser
1943) Waffen amt 155 and 136 and also marked on the
frame. The barrel is mismatched to the gun but correct wartime production, frame and slide is matching. Metalwork
has most original blue and typical mid/late war machining
marks. VGC original bakelite grips and correct wartime
magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
59 - KRIEGSMARINE DAGGER
WWII Nazi German Naval dagger. 24 ¾ cm Blade etched
with naval anchors etc and original Eickhorn Solingen
logo. The blade is in VGC with some mild dulling/staining
towards the tip. Guard and pommel with most of the gild
finish. White celluloid grip with brass wire wrapping and
portope. The scabbard retains near all of its gild finish and
includes the hangers. VGC

64 - K98 MAUSER RIFLE
WWII Nazi German bolt action rifle. 24” 8mm cal barrel
with original sights with front protector, bayonet lug and
marked with Army acceptance eagle, Waffen amts and DS
dou. The chamber is also marked with Waffen amt and dou
44 (Waffenwerked Brunn Vsetin plant Czechoslovakia).
Metalwork with near all refinish and VGC laminated wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

67 - SMLE MAGAZINE
10R 303 mag to suit the No4 or similar, some pitting to one
side. FC
68 - NO9 BAYONET
Blade bayonet for the British Military No4 SMLE. 20 cm
Blade complete with steel scabbard. VGC
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69 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the NO4 SMLE rifle. Blued blade and round bakelite
scabbard. VGC
70 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
British Military second type of the MKI 1888 bayonet
30.4cm blade with ordnance marks, handle with twin rivets
and clearance hole as well as early type to accept cleaning
rod. Complete with scabbard. VGC

58

71 - THREE BAYONET BOOKS
Three handy small format reference/identification books.
World Bayonets 1800 to Present, an illustrated guide for
collectors by Carter. Hard cover 62 pages. Bayonets Illustrated by Walsh. Hard cover, B&W line drawings plus the
British Spike Bayonet by Skennerton, soft cover, 30 pages.
VGC

59
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72 - S&W MODEL 625 REVOLVER
5” .45 acp cal stainless steel barrel and action with adjustable sights and marked SMITH & WESSON 45 CAL MODEL of 1989. Metalwork with some minor scratches. VGC
rubber grips. Includes 10 moon clips. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
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73 - REPRODUCTION SCHOFIELD REVOLVER
Italian remake of the S&W Schofield single action revolver.
7” .45 lc cal barrel marked with Cimarron U.S.A address.
Metalwork retains near all blued and case colour hardened
finishes. ExC wooden grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

73

62
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74 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt 1873 Single Action Army
revolver. 5¼” .45 lc barrel. Metalwork retains near all blue
to the barrel and grip straps, the frame with bright case colours. ExC walnut grips with a couple of minor handling
knicks. ExWO&C B/CLR
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75 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
Similar to the previous lot. ExWO&C B/CLR
76 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
Italian remake of a Colt 1873 Single Action Army revolver.
5¼” Barrel with a white metal finish and marked Uberti
(later replacement) the frame with near all nickel finish.
Custom grips with inlayed section of light over dark wood.
GWO&C B/CLR

87 - PINFIRE DOUBLE PISTOL
9mm cal double barrel pinfire travelling pistol. 4” 9mm
cal barrels marked with Birmingham proofs. The action
with slight engraving and also to the trigger guard. Metalwork with dark original patina. The chequered grips are
quite worn and have an aged repair to the left hand side.
G-VGWO&C NLR
88 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Belgian medium size Lefeacheux type double action revolver. 3 1/4” 7mm cal hexagonal barrel, 6 shot cylinder and
swing trigger. Traces of nickel finish. VGC wooden grips.
Action at fault. GC
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89 - PINFIRE FOWLING GUN
Double barrel European side by side antique 16 bore gun.
30” Damascus barrels and steel under section. Metalwork
with dark grey patina. GC woodwork with swivels. FWO&C
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77 - REPRODUCTION HENRY RIFLE
Italian Uberti remake of a U.S Henry Model 1860 lever action rifle. 24” Hexagonal barrel in .45 lc with iron sights.
Metalwork with brass frame and white steel lever, barrel
and magazine. The white steel has some mild aged staining.
VGC woodwork with minor dings. VGWO&C

90 - PERCUSSION RIFLE
Percussion single barrel rifle, circa 1850/60’s. 28” .38 cal
rifled round barrel with flat top and bottom and fitted with
modern sights, back action lock with faint engraving. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork with brass and nickel
fittings. Includes ram and cleaning rod. FWO&C

78 - REPRODUCTION 1866 RIFLE
Italian Uberti remake of a Winchester model 1866 lever action rifle. 24” Hexagonal .45 lc cal barrel with iron sights.
Metalwork with near all bright blue to the barrel and magazine. A few minor scratches to the brass frame. Bright case
colours to the lever and hammer. VGC walnut stock with
minor handling dings. VGWO&C ALR
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79 - NORINCO 97 SHOTGUN
Chinese remake/copy of a Winchester model 97 riot shotgun. 20” Barrel with ¾ magazine, receiver with exposed
hammer without trigger disconect like the original, allowing
the gun to be fired with the trigger held down and working
the action. Near all original blue. GC woodwork with some
chips in the walnut coloured stain. VGWO&C ALR

96

82

92

92 - ENFIELD MKI BREN GUN
A rare very early WWII British Enfield made NZ Military
MKI Bren gun. 24” .303 cal MKI barrel with flash hider
sight and handle and correct white finish to the front section
of the barrel. The receiver is the early type with dovetail to
accept optic and with dial sight. Marked BREN MKI Enfield/Crown/1938 and N.Z.A.5. Metalwork with most blue
thinning to grey/dark patina in areas. GC original woodwork
with grip removed as usual. Fitted with correct early telescopic bipod. Ex Rotorua RSA and is missing the firing pin
otherwise G-VGWO&C CLR

80 - NORINCO 87 SHOTGUN
Chinese remake/copy of a Winchester model 1887 lever action shotgun. 28” 12g Barrel with modified choke. Metalwork with near all blue and VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
ALR
81 - NOSLER BULLET BOARD
Nice quality modern promotional bullet board for Nosler
trophy grade bullets. Measures 53x39cm and contains approx. 90 projectiles. ExC
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82 - HORNADY BULLET BOARD
Carved wooden bullet board for Hornady ammunition.
Contains approx. 119 rifle and projectiles. Measures approx
42x59 cm. ExC

93 - BREN GUN MOUNT
Original British Military issue multi purpose Bren gun
mount. Allows the gun to be set up on fixed lines or as anti
aircraft mount and also used in Pill boxes. Most original
green paint and ordnance marked. VGC

83

83 - 22 MAGNUM MARTINI RIFLE
23” Heavy barrel without sights but has rings and bases fitted and modified for Magnum cartridge. BSA marked action, thin original blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
84 - SAVAGE COMBINATION GUN
Model 24 with 24” .22lr over 20g barrels with iron sights.
Metalwork with most blue and case colours. VGC Beech
wooden stock. VGWO&C ALR

94 - BREN SLING
MKII Bren Gun sling, olive webbing with steel clip on one
end. British Military marked and 44 date. ExC
95 - BREN GUN SLING
Original Military webbing sling with twin steel clips for the
MKI Bren gun. ExC

89

96 - BREN GUN AA MOUNT
Steel AA spider web sight for the BREN L.M.G. ExC

90

85 - REVOLVER CYLINDER
.45CC cal presumably for Italian made single action Army
revolver. Near all blued finish. ExC
86 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Medium size Belgian Lefaucheux type swing trigger double
action revolver. 2 ½” Hexagonal 7mm cal barrel. 6 Shot cylinder marked American Model. Metalwork with grey metal
patina, GC light wood grips. VGWO&C NLR

85

88

91 - MKI BREN GUN
NZ Military WWII .303 cal Bren light machine gun. 23”
With flash hider barrel re numbered to the gun and marked
MKI*. The receiver marked MK I D 1941 and N broad arrow Z marking as well as fitted with the dial sight. Metalwork with most overall dark patina and original white finish on the front section of the barrel. The bipod is the early
type with adjustable legs. GC original woodwork with some
handling dings. Includes its original sling and contained in
its transit case with extra barrel magazine and barrel bag.
VGWO&C CLR

97 - BREN MAGS
Two magazines for the 303 cal Bren gun. Near all blued
finish. VGC
98 - 308 BREN MAGAZINE
30R 7.62 cal magazine for the L4 Bren (also fits SLR)
marked L4A1. Most blue finish. GC
84
Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771
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99 - COLT AR15 RIFLE
U.S Colt AR15 A2 HBAR Sporter .223 semi automatic rifle.
20” Heavy barrel with flash hider and foresight, the bayonet
lug has been ground off. The receiver with Colt markings
and address etc. The handguard fitted with original Colt
4x20 optic. Metalwork with some minor handling dings.
VGC original A2 type polymer furniture complete with
swivels and 20R Colt marked magazine. VG-ExWO&C
ELR

99

100

100 - ARMALITE AR10 RIFLE
Dutch made .308 semi automatic rifle. 22” Barrel with the
flash hider, bayonet lug and original foresight. The receiver
marked ARMALITE AR10 mfd A1 Nederland and caliber.
Three position selector modified to only semi auto/safe.
Metalwork with near all black finish as is the synthetic stock
which has had a sling swivel attached to the left hand side.
Includes original 20R magazine. GWO&C ELR

111 - M91 NAGANT RIFLE
Russian bolt action Military rifle. 32” 7.62x54R cal barrel
with type two rear sight. The receiver is marked with French
Chatellerault Arsenal marking and 1894 date as well as Finish SA Capture property mark. Early octagonal type receiver. Metalwork with dark patina thinning on the edges. VGC
original woodwork with early type swing swivels.
VGWO&C CLR

101 - ARMALITE AR180
English built .5-56mm cal semi auto rifle. 19” Barrel
with flash hider and original sight. Receiver marked ARMALITE AR-180 and manufactured by STERLING FOR
ARMALITE INC U.S.A. Fitted with Redfield tracker scope.
Metalwork with most original finish but with loss of finish above the magazine well. The original plastic butt stock
which would have folded has been welded. Includes original
20R magazine which is heavily pited (will accept an easily
modified AR15 magazine). F-GWO&C ELR

101

102 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R alloy magazine for the AR15 rifle. Appears unused in
plastic packet. ExC
103 - AR15 MAGAZINE
Same as above lot. ExC

111

104 - RUGER MINI 14 RIFLE
US Ruger ‘Ranch Rifle’ model of the mini 14 .223 cal semi
auto rifle. 18” Stainless steel barrel and action with original
sights. Metalwork with a few minor scratches. VGC original
wooden stock with a few slight handling dings. Includes 5R
magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

113

105 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
20R magazine for the .223. Base is Ruger marked. Near all
blue finish with several rust stains. VGC

108 - COLT 1903 PISTOL
U.S Colt model 1903 hammerless semi automatic pistol,
circa 1914. 3¾” .32 auto cal barrel, the slide with original
sights and Colt Legend etc. Metalwork has near all original
nickel finish with some minor scratches. GC original grips.
Correct original but blued finish magazine. VGWO&C CLR
109 - COLT M1892 REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1900, Model 1892 New Army double action
revolver. 6” .41 cal barrel marked with the caliber and Hartford address etc and with original foresight. Metalwork retains near all original blue and shows some holster wear and
loss to the grip straps. ExC original hard rubber Army type
grips with Rampant Colt within circle. Hard to find a better
example. ExWO&C B/CLR

112

113 - M91/59 CARBINE
A communist block, most likely Bulgarian Mosin Nagant
Carbine. Believed to be built from surplus WWII parts by
shortening M91’S to similar specifications as the M38. 20”
7.62X54R cal barrel, the chamber marked 1891/59 with serial number which is matching on the bolt. Metalwork with
nearly all blue. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

115 - AK47 BOOK
AK47 Grim Reaper 2nd Edition by Narinco. Very large,
hard cover book. Considered the best resource on the subject. In original shrink wrapping. NEW
116 - RADOM BOOK
U.S The Model 35 Radom Pistol by Lapin. Soft cover, small
format, 95 pages with B&W photos. NEW
117 - GERMAN EQUIPMENT BOOK
German Combat Equipment 1939-45 by Borg. Medium
format, soft cover, 81 pages with colour photos. Excellent
reference book. NEW

114

118 - LUFTWAFFE BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi German steel belt buckle with Luftwaffe eagle with pebble background and wreath. Dark brown/black
leather belt, the tab marked H AURICH DRESDEN 1940.
VGC
106

107

119 - GERMAN ARMY BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi German Army aluminium buckle with Army
Eagle and GOTT MIT UNS motto and pebble background.
Dark brown leather belt with hard to make out BRUNN
(Chezch manufacture) makers mark and 7 39 date on the
tab. The belt is also marked 8.39 B.A.F.U. Traces of black
finish to the buckle. GC
120 - HITLER YOUTH BELT AND BUCKLE
WWII Nazi German HJ members alloy buckle and belt. The
back marked rzm M4/27 (Overhoff and cie). The leather belt
has a hard to make out mark - rzm 12/2??/39. GC

109
118

112 - NAGANT SNIPER RIFLE
Soviet M91/30 Nagant bolt action rifle. 27” 7.62x54R cal
barrel with original sights. Chamber is marked with 1943
date and Russian ordnance markings. Receiver is fitted with
early model PT optic marked with 1934 date and with adjustable focus. Metalwork retains nearly all arsenal refinish
to the metalwork. Bolt handle in the white and turned down
type. ExC woodwork complete with sling and ammo pouch.
ExWO&C ALR

114 - POLISH M44 NAGANT RIFLE
Cold War period Polish Military Nagant rifle. 20” 7.62x54R
cal barrel with original sights, 1953 date and arsenal mark.
Near all original blue. ExC woodwork complete with side
folding bayonet and cleaning rod. ExWO&C ALR

106 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
Similar to previous but un named aftermarket brand. VGC
107 - COLT M1903 PISTOL
A very fine and desirable antique, circa 1906 model 1903
Hammerless pistol. 3¾” .32 auto cal barrel, the slide with
original sights, Colt Hartford address and early patent info
ending in 1903 date. Metalwork retains nearly all bright
blue to the frame and slide. The trigger and safety retain the
early fire blue. ExC original early style grips. ExC original
magazine. Hard to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR

110 - COLT NEW SERVICE REVOLVER
British Military issue WWI Colt made double action revolver, circa 1914. 5½” .455 cal barrel marked with Hartford
address etc and NEW SERVICE 455 ELEY. The frame with
British ordnance and broad arrow markings. Metalwork
retains near all original bright commercial grade blue with
some light scratches and minor holster and handling wear.
ExC original hard rubber COLT logo grips with lanyard
ring. One of the better examples we have seen. ExWO&C
B/CLR

110

Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

6
121 - LUFTWAFFE CONDAMENT BOWL
WWII Nazi German small double condament eg mustard
or salt and pepper. White china marked with Luftwaffe Eagle, 1940 date and H&Co (Heinrich) Bavcoia? makers logo.
VG-ExC

124

133 - P38 GRIPS
Pair of original WWII German brown bakelite grips, circa
1941, complete with screw. VGC

122 - NAZI MILK JUG
White china milk jug with blue ring. The base marked with
Roaenthal logo and Swastika circled with writing MODELL
DES AMTES SCHUNEITT DER ARBEIT 11 cm high. ExC

134 - RADOM GRIPS
WWII period Bakelite black grips for the Polish V.S 35 pistol with V.S & FB logos. VGC

126

123 - GERMAN SHOULDER BOARDS
Three WW2 single Army Officers shoulder boards. GC
124 - GENERALS COLLAR TABS
Pair of matching WWII German Army Generals collar tabs,
shows wear GC

127

125 - GERMAN INSIGNIA ETC
A bag containing SS SD single It. shoulder board, Field Police collar litzchen plus another shoulder board, hat eagle
with roundal and cloth Army Eagle. GC

135,138,139

126 - LUFTWAFFE FLAK BADGE
Nazi German Airforce Flak gun award. Nice sharp detail
and overall grey finish. Measures 62x45mm. VGC
127 - GERMAN MEDAL GROUP
A WWI-WWII medal bar containing 6 medals complete
with red felt backing and pin. VGC
128 - NAZI P08 LUGER PISTOL
A top example of a WWII German P08 pistol. 4” 9mm cal
barrel with Nazi test mark and serial number. The chamber with 1940 date and the receiver with Waffen amts 656
and Army acceptance mark. The toggle is code marked 42
for Mauser works. Metalwork has near all its original salt
blue showing only some holster blemishes to the finish. ExC
original chequered wood grips. All external serial numbers
are matching except the magazine which is correct Nazi
marked alloy base plate type with most blued finish. A great
example that is hard to beat. ExWO&C B/CLR
129 - VICKERS LUGER PISTOL
A rare 9mm cal Dutch Vickers Luger. Manufactured in the
Woolwich arsenal of Vickers at Erith in Kent England, circa
1921. DWM Berlin were forbidden to export firearms under
the treaty of Versailles, for the Dutch East Indies Army (Indonesia). Originally believed by American Luger “experts”
to have been assembled from parts from DWM. Recent
British research has found that they are completely made by
the famous Vickers company who “tooled up” for the contract. They were shipped to Batavia in the white and completed at the arsenal with coarse wooden grips. 4” Barrel
with serial number and British proofs, unmarked chamber
with Dutch proof on the side. The toggle marked VICKERS
LTD and the safety rust. The frame is 1906 grip safety type
same as original Dutch contract. Metalwork is in good order but shows signs of the harsh tropical conditions of the
East Indies. Complete with what is believed to be the correct
holster and Batavia arsenal made cleaning rod. Has spare
magazine. This is an interesting, rare and historic Luger
variation from the Willis collection. VGWO&C B/CLR
130 - WWI LUGER PISTOL
Imperial German PO8 Luger pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel with
original foresight serial number and Army acceptance mark.
The chamber dated 1917 and the side with Imperial Army
proofs. The toggle is marked Erfurt. Metalwork retains near
all original rust blue finish and faint traces of straw colour.
Some speckling to the finish. All external serial numbers are
matching including the magazine, the gun is also extensively Erfurt proof marked. Complete with correct 1915 dated
holster with extra magazine. A nice WWI Luger from the
Willis collection. VGWO&C B/CLR
131 - LUGER BOOK
The Luger by John Walter. Hard cover, large format, 280
pages with B&W photos. GC

132 - LUGER GRIPS
A pair of original dark wooden grips for the Luger pistol
plus a pair of reproduction grips. VGC

128

135 - VICKERS MACHINEGUN
An Australian made NZ Military WWII period Vickers mark
I gun. 28” 303 cal barrel with flash hider and smooth type
water jacket with bakelite drain and fill plugs. Marked at
the rear NZ broad arrow A and with serial number and rack
number. The receiver is with Australian ordnance marks and
MA 40 (Lithgow 1940) Metalwork with most blued finish
and post war green enamel paint to the water jacket and the
mount. The mount is WWII type and marked NO2098 RT
1941 MG MKIV. This gun has the Fusee spring, box and
adjusting screw but is missing the Fusee chain (see page 446
of Vickers The Grand Old Lady of No Mans Land). This gun
is ex Rotorua RSA and has had the lock removed to make
inoperable but could easily be reactivated by purchasing a
lock and Fusee chain. VGC CLR
136 - VICKERS MACHINEGUN
An Australian built NZ Military WWII Vickers mark I machine gun. 28” .303 cal deactivated barrel with flash hider.
The smooth water jacket with cork and bakelite plugs but
missing the hose plug/adapter. The jacket is marked NZ
broad arrow A, serial number and rack number. The receiver with Ordnance and MA 1940/41 marks for Lithgow
manufacture. Metalwork has most overall blue finish and
tan coloured enamel paint finish to the water jacket. The gun
is missing the fusee spring, fusee box, adjustment screw and
chain (page 446 of The Grand Old Lady of No Man’s Land).
This gun is ex Rotorua RSA and has been deactivated by the
removing of the lock and other the above parts and could be
returned to operational with the supply of these. VGC CLR
137 - VICKERS TRIPOD
WWII period MKIV brass and steel Tripod/mount for the
Vickers machine gun. Marked No 2150 RT 1941 M.G .MK.
IV. Post war tan enamel paint finish to the legs. VGC
138 - VICKERS DIAL SIGHT
Dial sight for the 303 MG. Steel, alloy and brass construction, marked: Sights Lensatic No 1 MKI (Aust) VEA 3739A
as well as broad arrow marks. Contained in its original
green steel box with white stencil markings with some rust
staining. VGC

136

139 - VICKERS WATER CAN
WWII period shell motor oil and water can as used with the
Vickers, plus a green cloth belt with some dummy rounds.
GC
130

140

141

140 - NAZI MAUSER HSC PISTOL
WWII Nazi German .32 acp cal model HSC Officers pistol. 3¼” marked with cal and post war British proof mark.
The side with original sights and marked with the banner
logo, Obendorf address etc. The frame is marked on the
triggerguard with 135 Waffen amt and Army acceptance
eagle. Metalwork with most thin war time blue with some
pinpricking to the slide (most likely holster wear). VGC
original grips. VGWO&C CLR
141 - NAZI MODEL 1935 PISTOL
A very rare and hard to find built under Nazi control French
.32 auto pistol. 4¼” Barrel, slide with original integrate
sights, the slide marked MK 1395-A S.A.C.M. and Waffen
amt mark. Metalwork has near all its correct black enamel
war time finish. VGC original bakelite chequered grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

7
142 - NAZI STAR MODEL B PISTOL
Very scarce and hard to find Nazi marked third variation
Spanish Star model B semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm cal
barrel marked over the chamber in italic by the Germans cal
08. The slide with original sights and marked with STAR
address and legend as well as the German addition of F Patr
08 in front. The right hand side of the frame at the rear of
the beaver tail is marked with Waffen amt WaAD20 and the
serial range fits in the May 1944 range. Metalwork has dark
overall patina with some staining and pinpricking. Worn but
original wooden grips with lanyard ring. GWO&C B/CLR
143 - MAUSER 1934 PISTOL
German pre war .32 auto cal pocket/officers pistol. 3¼” Barrel, slide with original sights, Obendorf address and cal. The
frame with banner logo. Metalwork with most overall blue
and scattered pin pricking. VGC original Bakelite grips and
banner logo magazine. GWO&C CLR

155 - THOMPSON S.M.G
WWII period model 1928 AI .45 acp cal S.M.G. 13½”
Fluted barrel including Cutts compensator. Reciever with
Lyman adjustable sight and marked AUTO ORDNANCE
address and patent info. The top marked TOMMY GUN
and other side with GEG inspectors mark as well as U.S
MODEL OF 1928A1 and Savage prefix serial number. Upper and lower serial numbers are matching. Metalwork with
near all parkerised finish. GC woodwork complete with
swing swivels and includes 20R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

142

143

148

145

144 - K98 BAYONET
WWII German Mauser bayonet. 25cm Blade with makers
mark Elite Diamant and some staining and pin pricking. Bakelite grips, steel scabbard with frog. F-GC

146 - L1A1 BAYONET
For the NZ Military ‘SLR’. 19cm Blued blade, alloy grips
and steel scabbard with black paint finish. GC
147 - 1907 BAYONET
British Military SMLE 07’ bayonet. 43cm Blade with WWI
9 17 date, Sanderson and ordnance marks. Includes leather
and steel scabbard. GC

157 - NZ MK II STEN GUN
A NZ Military WWII MK II 9mm Sten gun. 7½” 9mm Barrel, the magaizne well marked STEN MKII NZ 1242 and
electric pencil FA prefix serial number. The underside is
marked SECO. Metalwork with most overall blue and T
type stock. The gun is ex Rotorua R.S.A and has been deactivated by pinning the barrel and welding the firing pin and
end cap to the tube. GC CLR

146

145 - M7 BAYONET
U.S Vietnam period M16 bayonet. 16.5cm Blade, guard
marked U.S M7 CONETTA black plastic grips. Traces of
finish. Includes M8 sheath with frog. F-GC

149

158 - 50R THOMPSON ‘L’ DRUM & CARRY POUCH
An original early 50R Thompson ‘L’ Drum made for Auto
Ordnance by the Universal Stamping Co of Connecticut
U.S.A. Has ‘wind to 9 or 11 clicks’ on the front cover for
use in either the 1921 or 1928 model Thompson submachine gun. Contained in an excellent condition drum pouch
marked US on front flap with G B MFG.CO.INC 1942 on
the inside of flap. A rare Thompson accessory. ExC

151

148 - DELISLE CARBINE
A replica of the WWII .45acp cal silenced carbine, built
from the SMLE .303. 19” Overall barrel length with the
supressor. Accepts 1911 magazines. GC wooden stock.
GWO&C ALR

159 - WWII THOMPSON MAGAZINE POUCHES
Two matching British Army khaki magazine pouches for
the Thompson submachine gun, each containing three ExC
30R .45 cal magazines made by the Seymour Products
Company of Seymour, Connecticut U.S.A. These style British pouches are for belt mounting and were used by British
Commando teams. ExC

150

149 - ISRALI MAUSER RIFLE
A Czech built Mauser rifle used by the Isreali Military. 25”
7.62x51 cal barrel with correct sights and marked on the
chamber as well as the Czech Crest CZ BRNO address
on the side. Metalwork with dark patina. GC woodwork.
GWO&C ALR
150 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Model 1938 short rifle. Most likely corectly built from M96
parts. 24” 6.5x55 cal barrel with correct sights and has been
threaded for a silencer. The chamber is marked Carl Gustaff
1906. Straight handle type bolt matching the serial number
of the gun. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork complete with disc and swivels. VGWO&C ALR

160 - 18R THOMPSON ROUND MAG
An extremely rare and never offered before 18R stick magazine made for the 1921 Thompson sub machine gun (fits all
Thompson models). Marked with Patent dates of 1920 and
1921 and “FOR 18 SHOT CARTRIDGE”. Complete with
four original snap cap cartridges with head stamp PETERS
45 AC. The cartridges are also very rare. ExC
154

151 - SWISS SHMIDT RUBIN CARBINE
Model K31 carbine. 24” 7.5x55 cal barrel with original
sights and Swiss Military Cross on the chamber. Metalwork
with near all blue. VGC woodwork with some handling
dings to the butt. Complete with sling. VGWO&C ALR
152 - SCHMIDT RUBIN PARTS
A bag of assorted parts for the Swiss rifles/carbines. Includes
sight, firing pin, barrel band bolt part and springs. ExC

156

161 - 30R THOMPSON MAGS IN CARRY POUCH
Three 30R stick magazines in a WWII belt carry pouch
marked USMC and dated 1944. VGC
162 - STEN MAGAZINE
32R magazine for the 9mm STEN series S.M.G’s. GC
163 - STEN MAGAZINE
Similar to previous lot. GC
164 - STEN LOADING TOOL
Blued steel and brass magazine loader for the British Military STEN gun. GC

155

153 - SWISS MG TOGGLE
Toggle/breech block for the 1925 Swiss MG. ExC
154 - M1 GARAND RIFLE
U.S Military WWII period semi automatic rifle. 23½” 30-06
cal barrel with original sights and bayonet lug on the gas
tube. The barrel has faint British commercial proof mark.
The rear of the receiver is marked US RIFLE CAL 30 MI
SPRINGFIELD ARMOURY and a 1943 serial number.
Metalwork has most slightly thinning blue. ExC original
woodwork with only a few handling dings. ExWO&C ELR

156 - MARK II STEN GUN
WWII Canadian made MKII Sten 9mm cal S.M.G. 8” Post
war replacement barrel with original ventilated shroud. The
underside of the magazine well is marked STEN MKII
LONGBRANCH 1943. The top of the magazine is marked
with Chinese characters and 54-7.62 25-06 (Chinese WWII
gun part of the mutual aid programme that was converted
to 7.62Tok in the 1950’s and has since been converted back
to 9mm by replacing the barrel) Metalwork with most overall thinning blued finish. VGC skeleton steel original stock.
VGWO&C CLR

159
158

165 - AUSTEN LOADING TOOL
Scarce loading tool for the Australian AUSTEN version of
the STEN gun. Blackened aloy body embossed ‘AUSTEN’
9mm. MAGAZINE FILLER DC. VGC
To help with transport for firearms from the auction
venue please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes.
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166 - WINCHESTER 95 CARBINE
Antique U.S Winchester M1895 lever action carbine, circa
1912. 21” .303 cal barrel with original carbine sight and cal
info. The fluted receiver with saddle ring and New Haven
Winchester address. The top tang marked MODEL 1895
WINCHESTER trademark etc. Metalwork with dark patina with areas of thin original blue. The right hand side is
marked with Military number 9/HG 5020. The top handguard wood has come away from one of the steel locators,
otherwise the woodwork is in GC complete with swivel
studs. GWO&C ALR
167 - WINCHESTER 95 RIFLE
Antique US Winchester M1895 lever action rifle, circa 1915.
27” .303 cal barrel with buckhorn rear sight. The barrel is
marked with NZ retailer W.H TISDALL Ltd WELLINGTON & CHRISTCHURCH RIFLE SPECIALISTS - NICKEL STEEL BARREL- 303 BRITISH. The take down fluted
action with Winchester New Haven address and patent info
and the top tang marked MODEL 1895 - WINCHESTER trademark etc. Metalwork with traces of finish and some
pinpricking. Woodwork without swivels and has had one
swivel hole filled. F-GWO&C ALR

166

167

168

169

169 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
Antique U.S Winchester model 1892 saddle ring carbine,
circa 1912. 20” 32.20 cal round barrel with full length magazine and second type adjustable carbine sight. Marked with
NZ retailer WM.HAZARD AUCKLAND and Winchester
New Haven 32.W.C.F. The upper tang is marked MODEL
1892 WINCHESTER etc. Metalwork with grey metal patina. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
170

175

174

171 - PATTERN 1821 SWORD
Bitish Military Royal Artillery Officers sword. 33” Blade
with faint etching. Steel mounts with Shagreen grips. Ex
Rotorua RSA. VGC

173 - PATTERN 1897 SWORD
NZ Military Pattern 1897 WWI period Infanty Officers
sword. 33” Blade without etching and marked ENGLISH at
the base. Shagreen with wire grip. Plated guard with NZ 25
marking and George the 5th Cypher. Ex Rotorua RSA. GC
174 - PLANTS ARMY REVOLVER
U.S Antique, circa 1860’s 3rd model Plant’s manufacturing company front loading cup primed cartridge revolver.
This system was designed to circumvent the Rollin White
patents of the day controlled by Smith & Wesson. 6” .42
cal octaganal ribbed barrel with original sight and marked
PLANTS.MFG.CO.NEW HAVEN.CT. The side is marked
with the agent MERWIN & BRAY.NEWYORK. Solid brass
frame with areas of orignal nickel finish and dark patina to
the barrel and 6 shot cylinder which is marked with patent
info. GC original rosewood grips with aged small repair at
the base of the left hand side. VGWO&C CLR

178 - COLT NO3 DERRINGER
Antique ‘Thuer’ model .41RF cal Derringer. 2½” Barrel
marked - COLT - frame marked .41 cal. Metalwork retains
most original nickel finish to the barrel and brass frame.
VGC varnished walnut grips. VGWO&C CLR

179

176

172 - PATTERN 1845 SWORD
British Military pattern 1822/45 Infantry Officers sword.
32¼” Etched blade marked with Calisher & Terry London
makers mark. Shagreen and copper wire wrapped grip with
brass guard with early type folding section and Victorian
cypher. Ex Rotorua RSA. VGC

177

180

176 - BROOKLYN FIREARMS REVOLVER
A rare and very unusual Slocum front loading antique revolver, circa 1860’s. This unique design uses sliding tubes
within cut outs on the cylinder, chambers slide forward one
at a time over a fixed rod to expose, load and eject. This
was one of several unique ideas to get around the Rollin
White bored through cylinder controlled by S&W. 3” .32 cal
round barrel marked B.A.Co.PATENTED APRIL 14, 1863.
Metalwork with dark original patina. The brass frame with
scroll engraving and original walnut grips. VGWO&C CLR
177 - COLT NO1 DERRINGER
Circa 1870’s-1880’s 1st model Derringer. 2½” .41 cal barrel marked on top with Colt Hartford address and No1. The
serial number in the mid 3000 range is located on the underside of the barrel and base of the grip. All steel grip with
standard engraving. Metalwork has thinning original blue to
the barrel, most case coloured/fire blue finish to the trigger
and hammer and the frame with most silver plating. These
are now seldom seen for sale and a handsome addition for
the serious Colt or Deringer collector. ExWO&C CLR

171

168 - WINCHESTER 94 RIFLE
Antique Winchester Model 1894 lever action rifle, circa
1896. 26” 32-40 cal hexagonal barrel with full length
magazine and original sights. Marked with the caliber at
the rear and Winchester New Haven address. The upper
tang is marked MODEL 1894 - WINCHESTER PAT AUG
21.1894. Metalwork with dark grey patina with areas of
faint original blue. GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR

170 - PATTERN 1897 SWORD
British/NZ Military WWI period Infantry Officers sword.
33” Blade with faint etching and G KENNING LONDON.
Wire wrapped Shagreen grip and steel guard with George
the 5th Cypher. Includes Sam Browne leather wrapped scabbard. Ex Rotorua RSA. GC

175 - MOORES PATENT REVOLVER
Antique U.S, circa 1861-63 single action revolver. 5” Octagonal .32RF cal barrel with original foresight and marked
D.MOORE.PATENT.SEPT.18.1860 Brass open top frame
with scroll engraving and with 7 shot cylinder. Metalwork
has nice dark original patina with areas of bright blue and
only slight traces of the silver finish to the brass. Many of
these were privately purchased by Union Officers and enlisted men during the US Cival War. VGWO&C CLR

179 - VIETNAM AK47
A seldom seen for sale full operational Chinese made Vietnam War period. AK47 assault rifle. 15” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights. The milled steel receiver is marked
with Chinese characters and arsenal mark of 66 inside a triangle. The 3 position selector safe, semi and full auto is also
marked in Chinese. Metalwork is in VGC retaining most
finish and has a minor speckling to the dust cover. VGC
original woodwork complete with correct 30R magazine,
cleaning rod and small cleaning kit in the butt. One of
the few non deactivated examples we have seen and most
likely a NZ private bring back from the Vietnam War. VGExWO&C CLR
180 - RUSSIAN SKS RIFLE
Circa 1950’s Soviet Union SKS 7.62X39 cal rifle. 20”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and underfolding
blade bayonet. The right hand side of the receiver is marked
with the Tula Star. Metalwork with most overall thinning
finish. VGC original laminated stock complete with webbing sling and cleaning kit in the butt. VGWO&C
181 - TYPE 56 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
A Chinese Polytech arsenal type 56S ‘AK47’ assault rifle.
16” 7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights muzzle breach
and cruciform folding bayonet. The action has been professionaly modified to fully automatic and has 3 postition selector on the folded steel receiver. Metalwork retains near
all original blued finish. ExC original woodwork complete
with cleaning kit in the butt and 30R magazine. In like new
ExWO&C CLR

178
181

182

182 - CHINESE SKS RIFLE
A Chinese Military not commercial model SKS rifle. 20”
7.62x39 cal barrel with original sights and cruciform underfolding bayonet. Left hand side of the receiver is marked
with 26 inside triangle arsenal and Chinese Hanzi markings.
Metalwork has most black paint finish. Mismatched number
stock with handling marks. GWO&C ELR

9
183 - AK MAGAZINE
30R magazine to suit the 7x39 cal AK47-56S. Chinese made
near all blued finish. VGC
184 - AK MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. VGC

196 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL AND RIG
WWI Imperial German LP08 9mm pistol. 8” Barrel with
original adjustable front and rear sights and with serial number and Military proof mark. The chamber is dated 1916 and
the toggle marked DWM. The right hand side has Military
acceptance and proof marks. Metalwork retains nearly all
of its original blue and straw colours. The inside of the grip
has a German unit mark 95R.2K.46. VGC original walnut
grips. All serial numbers except the magazine and stock are
matching (they seldom match). VGC correct wooden stock
which has been marked with the capturing soldiers name
and number: W Smith 22877. VGC 1915 dated leather holster complete with boot, stripping tool and cleaning rod. A
fine example from the Willis collection. ExWO&C B/CLR

186

185 - SKS MUZZLE BREAKS
Chinese Aim sports bolt on muzzle breaks for the SKS rifle.
In original packets. ExC
186 - WALTHER P99 PISTOL
German made 9mm semi automatic 9mm cal pistol. 4” Barrel plus an extra 4¼” barrel that has been threaded for a
silencer. Slide with original adjustable sights and decocker.
Army green coloured polymer frame with black coated
slide in ExC. Includes original box with extra magazine grip
straps, sight blades and manual. In like new ExWO&C B/
CLR
187 - BROWNING HI POWER PISTOL
Belgian post war model 35 semi automatic pistol. 4½” 9mm
cal barrel, slide with adjustable rear sight and FN Herstal
address. Metalwork retains nearly all blue. GC original
black chequered grips. ExWO&C B/CLR
188 - FN TARGET PISTOL
A high quality Belgian FN made Target/Sport .22lr semi automatic pistol. 6” Round bull barrel with ventilated rib and
adjustable sights. Metalwork retains near all bright blue to
the frame and slide. ExC right hand target grips with palm
swell. ExWO&C B/CLR
189 - COLT TARGET 22 PISTOL
Circa 1990’s Colt semi auto target model .22lr pistol. 6”
Bull barrel with Integral weaver rail and adjustable sights.
Stainless steel metalwork with only a couple of minor handling marks. Includes original box and extra magazine.
ExWO&C B/CLR

187

197 - SNAIL DRUM MAGAZINE
32R second model Luger Drum Magazine for the Artillery
model pistol. Retains most original blue and marked with
Army acceptance mark, serial number, counters and B/N
Nurnburg makers mark, some minor speckling. ExWO&C

188

198 - NAVAL LUGER PISTOL
A scarce Imperial German model 1906 first issue altered
Luger pistol. 6” 9mm cal barrel with original dorsal fin front
sight, naval proof and matching serial number. The chamber
correctly blank and the side marked with twin Naval acceptance marks and proof mark. The toggle is marked DWM
and the rear 100 for the correct adjustable Naval rear sight.
The frame is marked with the serial number and has the altered safety to the lower position. WK 1327 Kiel dockyards
marking below the grip safety ant it is also cut for a shoulder
stock. Metalwork retains near all orignal blue showing holster wear in the usual places and some staining to the safety
lever. The straw colours on the small parts are still present.
All external numbers are matching except the sideplate
which is the correct type with numbers in the commercial
style. The magazine is un numbered but is the correct type
with concentric circle wood base with Naval proof and nickel body. ExC original chequered grips. A nice example for
the discerning Luger or WWI collector. VGWO&C C/BLR

189

197

190

190 - GERMAN PILOT AWARD
WWII German Pilots Award. Heavy nickel construction
slightly convex round and marked B&NL. Nice detail. VGC

192

191 - AIRGUNNER AWARD
WWII German unqualified Airgunner/flight engineer award.
Round pin, unmarked. A very rare award. VGC
192 - U BOAT AWARD
Early WWII German U Boat Award. Tombac based, slightly
convexed. Near all gilding B.S.W marked. ExC

198

193 - PIONEER OF LABOUR DECORATION
An extremely rare Nazi German Pioneer of Labour Decoration 1940. Only 18 awarded, this is possibly a sales sample.
Guilded Eagle with enamel Swastika on a gilded shield with
red enamel. Rear of the badge has horizontal round pin with
block hinge and catch, plus 2 hollow rivets holding the eagle
in place. The enamel shows some damage and cracking possibly through fire. GC

199

194 - GOLD COMBAT CLASP
Rare WWII Nazi German close combat clasp in gold. Zinc
construction with convex front. Showing nice wear and
age and crimped rear plate with bottle shape pin, measures
70x25mm. VGC
195 - ARMY PARATROUPER AWARD
Nazi German zinc type late war Army Paratroopers award.
Eagle in grey and blackened wreath with sharp detail for
late war. The back without makers detail and with round
pin. Faint inscription in Germanic lettering Brandenburg
.44. The Brandenburgers were an elite special forces unit
during WWII who operated on almost all fronts. Measures
56x44mm. Unique oppurtunity for the advanced German
collector. ExC

193

195

191
200

B category pistol license holders require a ‘Pinky’ form
from your club to obtain a permit at the auction venue

199 - EARLY PO8 LUGER PISTOL
A very early Imperial German Army Luger pistol #3835.
This serial number without suffix was produced mid 1908.
4” 9mm cal barrel with original dorsal fin foresight serial
number and Army test proof. The chamber is un dated and
marked on the left hand side with Military proofs. The toggle is marked DWM. The frame is without stock lug and has
two German maching gun unit markings, the first has been
crossed out : M.GA.42.43. and 108 R.M.G.79. All external
serial numbers in the correct commercial style are matching and has the correct un numbered magazine. Metalwork
retains nearly all its original rust blue and straw colours and
shows typical minor holster wear to the leading edges. ExC
original chequered walnut grips. Complete with early P08
holster with spare magazine. A truly rare pistol that saw considerable service in WWI. ExWO&C B/CLR
200 - SUPERB SNIDER RIFLE
An extremely fine condition British Military Snider MKII**
3 band rifle. 36½” .577 cal barrel with original sights with
the rear graduated to 400 yards on the bed and 950 on the
leaf as well as British ordnance marks on the barrel. The
breech is marked II** and with WD and ordnance marks.
The latch is the correct type without spring catch. The P53
lock plate is marked 1862 ENFIELD, ordnance mark and
Crown/VR and the hammer with cupped face. Metalwork
retains 99% of its original bright blue to the barrel with
some minor loss to the bands. The lock plate and breech
retain original case colours. ExC original woodwork with
brass furniture which is also ordnance marked in several
places and with nice sharp Enfield and Militry Cartouches. Complete with sling swivels, original squared jag head
cleaning rod and chain with nipple protector. This gun is in
98% original as issued condition and the finest we have had
for sale. ExWO&C ALR

10
201 - HAY PATTERN ENFIELD RIFLE
NZ Military Colonel Hay Pattern 1858 Enfield rifle. 36”
.577 cal barrel with original sights graduated to 400 on the
bed and 1000 on the leaf as well as ordnance marks towards
the breech. The lockplate is borderline engraved and marked
HOLLIS & SHEATH MAKERS TO HER MAJESTY’S
WAR DEPARTMENT. The nipple has a NZ added copper
flash protector. This is a genuine period adaption we have
seen before by one or more of the regiments. Metalwork
with most overall blued finish with a small area of speckling
between the breech and rear sight. ExC original woodwork
with bronze furniture, the butt marked NZ S 1188 which is
also on the stock opposite the lock, as well as HOLLIS &
SHEATH and Military cartouches. Complete with original
ram rod swivel and chain with nipple protector. As many of
these were returned to Britain for snider conversions they
are a rare and desirable NZ Military rifle. ExWO&C NLR

209 - TWO WWII BOOKS
Both hard cover:The French Resistance by Ehrlich & Hitlers
Teutonic Knights-SS Panzers in Action by Quarne. GC

202

211 - LEG OF MUTTON CASE
English blocked leather SxS shotgun case for up to 30½”
barrels and with black name escuchean with traces of initials. Brass lock, no key and leather straps. GC
212 - TWO SHOTGUN CASES
1960’s leather bound for SxS, plus turn of the century leather wrapped case with blue velvet lining 80x21cm.VGC

202 - LANCASTER CARBINE
British Military Lancaster Royal Sappers and Miners percussion carbine, circa 1850’s. 31½” .57 cal oval bore barrel
with original iron sights graduated to 400 yards on the bed
and 1000 on the leaf. The breech end marked with British
ordnance and London proof marks as well as 26 for the
bore diamater. The top with Patent mark. The lock plate is
borderline engraved and marked CHARLES LANCASTER
LONDON. Metalwork with most overall blued finish to the
barrel and dark patina to the action. ExC original woodwork
with brass furniture and complete with ram rod, swivel, nipple chain and protector. ExWO&C NLR
203 - BROWN BESS MUSKET
An early 19th century British Military 3rd Model India pattern Brown Bess Flintlock musket. 39” .75 cal barrel marked
with serial number and several Military regimental and
proof marks including Crown/G13/broad arrow and Crown/
crossed swords. The lock plate is borderline engraved and
marked TOWER crown/GR and Military proof as well as
small R&R’s. The cock is the reinforced ring neck type and
the action is strong. Metalwork has been originally finished
in the white and has a nice original patina. ExC original
woodwork with brass mounts and lock backing plate with
regimental number 2)s646 which is also on the barrel and
stock. The butt plate is also marked with serial number and
the top tang is marked crown/14. Complete with steel ram
rod. A nice original example for the discerning British Military Flintlock collector. ExWO&C NLR

210 - THREE GUN STOCKS etc.
Three vintage gun stocks plus two 12g cartridge belts. English walnut straight cut for box lock ejector with tear drop
terminals. GC plus an English semi pistol grip with poor
repair and steel butt plate and a European semi pistol grip
stock and 2x12g leather belts. P-FC

213 - GAME SCENE PRINT
Vintage German decorative game scene print with hunters
shooting pheasent. Without frame but with card surround,
50x38 cm. VGC

201

214 - HUNTING LITHOGRAPH
Antique painted lithograph of a German hunting scene
with two people fighting over a Buck, framed under glass.
34x34cm. VGC
215 - THREE SCOPES
Weaver K6-W 4 power scope plus a Hakko electro point
4x20 scope-appears new in box & a weaver 20mm sight.
GC

203

216 - SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT
English wooden cased high grade shotgun cleaning kit by
Lightwood & Son Ltd. Appears new. ExC
217 - BUSHNELL HALO SIGHT
Model 510023 Weaver base Halo model sight. Has original
packaging. Couldn’t test function as batteries were flat (2x
E90) but presumed working. GC

204

204 - ENGLISH DRAPER BLUNDERBUSS
A fine quality antique blunderbuss by William Draper of Essex, Circa 1780’s. 14” Octagonal to round brass barrel with
London proof marks, top mounted spring bayonet and also
marked WM Draper Maldon in script. The lock with roller
frizzen and borderline engraving is also marked W Draper
and has nice dark patina. ExC orignal walnut stock with
chequered wrist. All brass mounts with nice early Acorn
finial and includes its original steel ramrod. ExWO&C NLR

219 - FIVE OPTIC SIGHTS
Tasco Propoint, Nikon Ultra dof 30mm, Superstrike NC
STAR 3-9X42 RE and Bushnell 2-7. Presumed working. FC
220 - BOWIE KNIFE
Modern CVA U.S.A brand bowie knife with leather sheath,
18cm polished blade brass and wooden handle. VGC

****20 MINUTE LUNCH BREAK****

221 - THREE KNIVES
Two large modern bowie bladed knives, Case and Muela
brands in leather sheaths. Approx 25cm blades on each plus
a Buck special model knife.

223

205 - THREE CARTRIDGE BOOKS
Three large format, soft cover annual type books. Cartridges
of the World, 4th Edition. Reloading for Shotgunners and
Metallic Cartridge Reloading. GC

222 - GAS MASKS
British/NZ Military WWII MKIV in bag appears complete,
plus a post war rubber type. GC
223 - ANTIQUE HAMMER SHOTGUN
30” 12G 2 1/2 Damascus barrels marked W.R.PAPE NEWCASTLE ON TYNE & WINNER OF THE LONDON GUN
TRIALS 1858,1859&1866. One of the first guns featuring
recessed chokes and uses the Pape thumb action. Engraved
side action lock and hammers. The stock is in poor condition
Includes a period forend. FWO&C

206 - THREE GUN BOOKS
Three medium format, hard cover books: The American
Sporting Collectors Handbook, The Modern Rifle and Shotguning, The Art and Science. GC
207 - WOODEN PISTOL BOX
Modern made box suitable for flintlock holster pistols with
green baise lining. 54x28x8h. F-GC
208 - TWO GUN BOOKS
Both hard cover with large format. The Age of Firearms,
A Pictorial History by Held with B&W photos. Illustrated
Book of Pistols by Wilkinson with colour photos. GC

218 - TWO LASER SIGHTS
Bean shot 1000 and a JR T900 both with mounts and original packets. Presumed working. GC

220

224

224 - BLANCH HAMMER SHOTGUN
Antique English John Blanch and Son 12g side by side shotgun. 30” barrels with London black powder proof. Back action lock converted by the maker from pinfire to cartridge.
The action hammers etc are foliate engraved as is the Jones
patent under leaver. Metalwork with most brown to the barrels and VGC horn tipped woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

11
242 - 30 S&W AMMO
90R of .38 ammo for the Webley or Victory revolver. FN
Manufacture in original packets. GC ALR

225 - BONEHILL SHOTGUN
Antique side by side hammer shotgun. 30” Steel barrels.
Metalwork with some pitting and dark patina. Woodwork
with handling dings. FWO&C ALR

243 - 30 S&W AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

226 - BELGIAN SHOTGUN
Side by side hammerless boxlock shotgun by Piper of Belgian. 30” Blued barrels. Metalwork is heavily pitted in
some areas and woodwork has been replaced. Was burried
in France during WWII by the vendors relative. PWO&C
ALR

244 - .38 SMITH & WESSON AMMO
Approx 168R of British .380 MKII and MKIIZ (.38 Smith &
Wesson). In original WWII Packets. GC ALR

225

245 - .380 PISTOL AMMO
76R of .38 Ammo PMC and Geco Brand in original packets.
GC ALR

The following ten hanguns are ex Rotorua R.S.A. Please
see the preface before lot 12
227 - 1911 PISTOL
US Army marked Colt 1911 .45 acp cal semi auto pistol.
The firing pin has been cut and the safety fixed into position,
correct grips and magazine. PC

246 - .32 AUTOMATIC AMMO
150R of .32 Auto Privi Partizan brand ammo. In original
25R packets. GC ALR

226

247 - .45 ACP AMMO
170R of .45 acp. Armscor Precision and Fabrica Militar
brands assorted. In original 50R packets. GC ALR

228 - COLT M1903 PISTOL
.32 acp cal semi auto pistol. Missing firing pin and grips,
grey patina. This gun has not been attached to the wall so is
without weld marks. FC CLR

248 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
200R of 7.92x57 Mauser ammo. In 15R pockets with chargers. Eastern European 50’s dated. GC ALR

229 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
Italian Military .380 acp cal pistol. Firing pin has been cut.
Blue is bright, ExC grips. FC CLR
227

230 - DREYSE PISTOL
German model 1907 .32 acp cal pistol firing pin has been
cut. Has Royal Saxon Gendarmerie mark. Original grips and
magazine. FC CLR

250 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Approx 150R of 8mm Mauser FMJ loose ammo. Headstamp marked FNM 70-4.71-5. GC ALR

231 - BROWNING 1900 PISTOL
Belgian .32acp cal pistol, the barrel has been pinned and the
slide welded shut. Original grips and magazine. PC CLR

229

252 - 303 BALL AMMO
160R of 303 in 5R chargers. Bandoliers included. GC ALR

233 - CZ DUO PISTOL
Czech .25 acp cal pocket pistol. Slide has been fixed to the
frame with weld and has a weld burn hole. Good grips. The
magazine is from a FN ‘Baby’. PC CLR

235 - WEBLEY MKVI REVOLVER
British .455 cal revolver. Action is at fault and firing pin cut.
Wooden grips and lanyard ring plugged. FC B/CLR
236 - ENFIELD NO2 MKI* REVOLVER
1935 Dated .38 S&W cal British Military revolver hammer
modified to Tanker type and firing pin has been cut. GC grip
and action is strong. FC CLR
237 - MI CARBINE AMMO
Approx 250R of 30MI FMJ 110g PMC brand ammo. 200R
in boxes and 50R loose. GC ALR

251 - VINTAGE MAUSER AMMO
7mm Mauser Ammo, 20R of Kynoch in original 10R packets. 40R of Remington Kleanbore Hi Speed, some corrosion, in original 20R packets. 14R in a part packet of U.S
Ammunition Co. FC ALR

228

232 - MAUSER 1914 PISTOL
German .32 acp pocket pistol. Action has been welded shut.
Wooden original grips. PC CLR

234 - WEBLEY MKVI REVOLVER
1919 Dated .455 cal British Military revolver. Most overall
blue and GC hard rubber grips. Action is functioning and
complete. GWO&C B/CLR

249 - 8MM MAUSER AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

253 - 303 BALL AMMO
Similar to previous lot. Marked HxP 46-75. GC ALR
230
233

255 - 7.62X54 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

231

256 - F4 308 AMMO
High grade Australian Military 7.62x51 Ammo. 300R in
original ammo can in 8 cardboard cartons. Considered the
finest and most accurate Military 308. Circa 1983. ExC ALR
232

257 - F4 308 AMMO
Similar to previous lot but in sealed can containing 200R in
bandoliers with chargers. Circa 1989. ExC ALR
258 - 308 BALL AMMO
520R of 308 FMJ in Spam can. Steel case with copper wash
marked 88-61. Most likely Chinese. GC ALR

234

238 - .30 CARBINE AMMO
200R of assorted 30 carbine ammo. PMC, PRVI Partizan
brands. In original 50R packets. GC ALR
239 - MI CARBINE AMMO
100R of .30MI carbine FMJ ammo in original packets and
Privi Partizan brand. GC ALR

259 - 308 AMMO
Approx. 300R of 7.62x51 FMJ ammo in 20R packets. 1969
Manufacture and corrosive primed. FC ALR
235

240 - 30 CARBINE AMMO
Approx 250R of 30 carbine ammo FMJ assorted. Some
cases marked with 43 date. ALR
241 - 30 CARBINE AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR

254 - 7.62X54 AMMO
80R of 7.62x54R 181g SP Highland brand ammo to suit Nagant or similar. In original 20R packets. GC ALR

236

260 - SS109 5.56 AMMO
300R of SS109 5.56 Ammo in 10R chargers. Ammo contained in 100R Bandliers, marked Ball C77. This Canadian
made 62g ammo is now seldom seen and highly desirable.
GC ALR
261 - SS109 5.56 AMMO
Same as previous lot. GC ALR
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262 - 7X39 AMMO
A bag containing approx. 250R of Chinese FMJ ammo. FC
ALR

274 - ENFIELD NO2 MKI* REVOLVER
British Militry WWII period double action only ‘Tanker’
model revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel with British proofs
and the frame with faint ordnance marks, the rear sight is
a home made replacement. Metalwork has thinning black
Military paint finish. GC bakelite grips. GWO&C B/CLR

267

263 - 30.06 AMMO
180R of Russian Barnaul. 168g SP steel case ammo in 20R
packets. In as new ExC. ALR

275 - REPRODUCTION TRAPDOOR SPRINGFIELD
A nice quality, circa 1970’s, U.S made remake of the Officers model trapdoor rifle. 24” Blued 45-70 cal barrel marked
U.S model 1873 and H&R address etc. The action is marked
U.S SPRINGFIELD and scroll engraved. Metalwork retains
near all blue to the barrel and bright case colours to the small
parts. Some staining to the trigger guard. VGC woodwork
with tang sight. VG-ExWO&C ALR

264 - 30.06 AMMO
Similar to previous lot but 160R. ExC ALR
265 - WALTHER LEVER ACTION AIR RIFLE
A nice quality, circa early 2000’s Umanex/Walther CO2
powered lever action rifle with brass plated frame with
stagecoach scene and saddle ring, blued barrel and walnut
stock. Uses twin CO2 for more power. Includes original box
which is slightly tatty with tape damage otherwise appears
unused. ExWO&C NLR

268

276 - REPRODUCTION SHARPS CARBINE
Italian Antonio Zoli made remake of the U.S Military .4570 cal falling block carbine. 21” Round barrel with iron
sight and retains near all blued finish the action and hammer
have most case coloured finish. VGC wooden stock. VGExWO&C ALR

265

266 - PPK AIR PISTOL
Umanex/Walther all metal CO2 powered blow back air pistol with original box. ExC NLR
267 - DIANA M50 AIR RIFLE
A very high quality collectable vintage German Air rifle
complete with original diopter sight. Metalwork retains
nearly all its bright original blue and ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C NLR
268 - ANTIQUE BSA AIR RIFLE
Circa early 20th Century, British .177 cal air rifle. Receiver
and barrel marked with BSA logo address and improved
model D. Metalwork has dark patina with all over mild
speckling. Serial number in the nineteen thousand range.
VGC original butt stock with Trademark logo and butt plate.
Action is strong. VGWO&C NLR
269 - COLT 1911A1 PISTOL
U.S Military WWII period, circa 1943, Colt semi auto pistol.
5” .45 acp cal barrel, slide with correct barley corn foresight
and fixed rear. The barrel has post war British proof mark.
Colt address and patent info on the left hand side and the
frame is marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY M1911A1
U.S ARMY. The grip strap is marked with Chinese character
and rack number (most likely Shanghai police or similar)
also marked with GHD inspectors mark under the slide lock
lever. Metalwork with near all finish thinning at the leading
edges. ExC correct brown plastic grips and 50/50 magazine.
VGWO&C B/CLR

272 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII .38 S&W cal double action revolver. 5” Barrel
with cal, S&W address etc, the top strap marked UNITED
STATES PROPERTY and frame with usual S&W logo etc.
Metalwork with most original blue and bright case colours
on the hammer and trigger. VGWO&C B/CLR
273 - ENFIELD NO2 REVOLVER
British Military WWII No2 MKI* double action only
‘Tanker’ model revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel. Frame
marked DI* and metalwork with near all parkerised finish.
Worn but original wooden grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

278 - COACH SHOTGUN
A modern built Russian Baikal hammer side by side coach
gun. 20” Blued barrel, action with double triggers and rebounding hammers. Metalwork retains near all blued ExC
woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

270

279 - SAM BROWNE BELT AND HOLSTER
Most likely NZ Military WWI period brown leather and
brass belt with shoulder strap and leather flap holster for the
MK VI Webley revolver. The holster has a hard to make out
marking and 1916 date on the loop. Holster is left hand cross
draw for mounted Officers. VGC

271

273

280 - SAM BROWNE BELT AND HOLSTER
Similar to previous lot but unmarked and includes the leather sword frog and the holster is fitted to the right hand side.
VGC

275

270 - COLT 1911 PISTOL
U.S Military .45 acp cal semi automatic pistol, circa 1918.
The slide with original sights, Colt address and patent info
and MODEL OF 1911. U.S ARMY, frame marked UNITED STATES PROPERTY etc. Metalwork has scattered
pitting and near all reblue finish. Original grips with aged
wear. Vendor states this was a NZ bring back from WWII.
GWO&C B/CLR
271 - S&W VICTORY REVOLVER
US WWII double action revolver. 5” .38 S&W cal barrel
with original sight plus S&W markings. Top strap marked
UNITED STATES PROPERTY frame with logo etc. Metalwork has most original blued finish thinning on the edges.
VGC original wood grips with lanyard ring. VG-ExWO&C
B/CLR

277 - REPRODUCTION REVOLVING CARBINE
Italian Uberti made remake of the Remington .44 cal percussion 6 shot revolving carbine. 18” Octagonal barrel with
Buckhorn sight. Metalwork retains nearly all bright blue
finish. ExC walnut stock with brass furniture. In like new
ExWO&C ALR

269

281 - MARTINI HENRY SWORD BAYONET
A rare and very nice example of a British Military pattern
1879 Artillery sword bayonet 65.4 cm blade with saw back
Victorian cypher and ordnance marks. Metalwork in ExC
without staining. VGC chequered leather grip with steel
guard. Complete with WD marked leather scabbard. Hard
to find better. ExC

276

282 - SNIDER YATAGHAN BAYONET
British Military pattern 1853 bayonet. 57cm Blade with ordnance marks. VGC chequered leather grip and includes its
original steel scabbard. VGC

277

283
278

281

284

283 - CONTRACT BURNSWICK BAYONET
An extremely fine example of a British Military Volunteer
Brunswick sword bayonet. 51cm Swell tip blade without
fullers and with slightly stained original brass ring hilt with
early style spring catch, the pommel is marked with rifle
#687 and retailer W&C SCOTT. Complete with its original
leather and brass scabbard. This actual bayonet is pictured
in Skemmerton & Richards British & Commonwealth Bayonets book page 84. A unique opportunity for the advanced
bayonet collector to purchase a scarce bayonet which is seldom seen with its scabbard and in hard to beat ExC.
284 - BRUNSWICK BAYONET
Pattern 1837 Brunswich sword bayonet for the British Military rifle. 55cm Blade with swell tip and fullers to nearly
half the blade on both sides marked with Enfield 1843 and
Crown marks and has leather washer. Brass ringed hilt with
spring catch and mortise slot and dark aged patina. Some
staining to the blade. VGC

13
285 - BAKER RIFLE BAYONET
Very rare second pattern sword bayonet for the British
Military rifle, circa early 1800’s. 58cm Straight blade, with
only very minor staining, brass knurled handle with round
type knukle guard, spring catch and mortise slot. The guard
marked with 34. ExC

285

286 - WHITWORTH RIFLE BAYONET
Very rare Yataghan blade bayonet for the British Military
P1863 Whitworth rifle. 57.5cm Blade with ordnance marks.
VGC chequered leather grip and correct circular mortise
hole. Includes its correct steel scabbard. VG-ExC
287 - LOVELL’S SOCKET BAYONET
Most likely circa 1850, converted to land transport Enfield
socket bayonet. 33cm Blade with replacment Lovells catch
and marked 42 and ordnance marks. The socket E96. Some
staining and pitting to the blade. Seldom seen with its pattern 1853 leather and brass scabbard with a 5cm hole near
the frog stud. GC

288

298 - LAHTI PISTOL
Swedish Military M/40 9mm pistol. 4½” Barrel with original sights. The slide marked HUSQVARNA VAPENFABRIKS A.B. Metalwork with most overall blue with holster
wear to the muzzle. VGC original Bakelite grips with Swedish crown. VGC B/CLR

287

286

299 - MOSSBERG 590 SHOTGUN
U.S Pump action 12g shotgun. 20” Barrel with heat shield
and 9 shot magazine with bayonet lug. Metalwork retains
near all blued finish. Reciever fitted with 5 shot side saddle.
ExC original plastic furniture. ExWO&C ALR

289

288 - AR15 RIFLE
U.S DPMS brand lower with flat top upper. 18” 5.56mm cal
Truflite brand barrel with muzzle break. Near all Milspec
finish. Hogue forend, ergo pistol grip and Rock River butt.
Includes 20R magazine. ExWO&C ELR

300 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
U.S pump action 12g shotgun. 20” Stainless steel barrel
and action with 8 shot magazine and heat shield. Fitted with
AR15 style collapsable butt and pistol grip. ExWO&C
291

289 - AR15 RIFLE
Bushmaster lower receiver, upper receiver with raised rail
and 20” stainless steel 5.56mm cal barrel. Near all Milspec
finish. Magpul butt stock with adjustable combe and BLM
pistol grip. ExWO&C ELR
290 - H&K G3 RIFLE
West German Heckler and Koch G3 semi automatic rifle.
20” .308 cal barrel with original flash hider. The receiver
with original diopter sights, the gun has been modified from
select fire to semi auto only. Magazine well marked G3FS
HK 11/73 date. Metalwork has near all original black enamel type finish. VGC original synthetic furniture and includes
its original 20R magazine and an after market scope mount
VG-ExWO&C ELR

290

303 - MOSSBERG BARREL
28” 12g Barrel for Mossberg model 500 shotgun. 3” Chamber, ventilated rib and ported as well as adjustable choke
with three chokes and tool: full, imp cyl and modified. Near
all blued finish. ExC

296

304 - LEUPOLD MK4 SCOPE
U.S telescopic sight model M6861. 4.5-14x50 M1 with target turrets, Mil dot and paralax adjustment 30mm tube and
illuminated recticle with red and green colours. Includes
Weaver rings. VGC

297

305 - LEUPOULD MK 4 SCOPE
U.S telescopic sight model 8888sc 3.5-10x40 M3 with target turret, parralax adjustment. 30mm Tube Mil dot recticle
and sun shade. VGC

298

293 - G3 MAGAZINES
Two original 20R waffle magazines for the 308 cal rifle.
H&K marked with 1/74 date. New all black finish. VGC

306 - REDFIELD SCOPE
U.S Made Revolution 3-9x40 telescopic sight with see
through weaver rings. VGC

294 - AR15 MAGAZINE
30R alloy magazine in original Military contact bag. In new
ExC

304

295 - HENSOLDT G3 SCOPE
Original German Military Z.24 optic and mount for the
H&K G3 rifle. Includes its integral quick detach claw
mount. Original case with accessories this is in unissued
ExWO&C
296 - NAZI VZ 27 PISTOL
WWII Nazi German Czech VZ27 .32 auto pistol. 3½” Barrel, the slide with original sights and with Wartime occupation address. The top marked: BOHMISCHE WAFFENFABRIK A.G. IN PRAG, the side: Pistole Modell 27 Kal.
7.65. The frame and top of the slide are Waffen-amt marked.
Metalwork retains near all original war time finish. ExC
original CZ logo Bakelite grips and includes original Wartime magazine marked P.mod 27. ExWO&C CLR

301 - EYE SHOTGUN
Turkish pump action 12g shotgun. 20” Barrel with 5 shot
magazine. Metalwork with most blued finish. Black synthetic furniture with swivels. VGWO&C ALR
302 - MOSSBERG 500 SHOTGUN
U.S pump action 12g shotgun. 20” Barrel with 5 shot magazine. Metalwork with home done camoflauge finish which is
also on the stock. FWO&C ALR

291 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’ .308 cal semi auto rifle. 25” Barrel with
flash hider and bayonet lug. Receiver with original sights
and marked RIFLE 7.62MM L1A1 and AD63 prefix for
Lithgow 1963. Metalwork has most thin original finish. ExC
woodwork complete with correct green plastic carry handle,
sling and 20R magazine. VGWO&C ELR
292 - AR15 MAGAZINES
Three 30R alloy magazines. GC

297 - VZ 38 PISTOL
Finish Military issued Czech made .380 acp cal semi auto
pistol. 4½” barrel, the slide with original sights and marked
CESKA ZB0JOVK AKC.SPOL V PRAZE and finish ordnance SA mark, the frame also with SA logo. Metalwork
retains most original blue with holster wear to the leading edges near the muzzle. ExC original Bakelite grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

300

299

309

307 - AR15 OPTIC
A fake Trijicon TA31 ACOG scope with halo sight on top
and integral base. GC
308 - TELESCOPIC SIGHT
Fixed 10x42mm Japanese made Tasco tactical scope with
30mm tube, target turrets and side focus Parallax mil dot
recticle. Includes flip up covers. ExC
309 - S&W MKII REVOLVER
A superb example of a vintage/antique U.S Smith & Wesson
MKII hand ejector revolver. 6 1/2” .455 cal barrel marked
with address on the the top and SMITH & WESSON .455
on the sight both with red colour inlay. The gun is British proved on the barrel and cylinder flutes. The frame is
marked with the S&W logo. Metalwork ratains all its original deep bright charcola blue finish and case colours on the
small parts. ExC original chequered walnut grips with S&W
gold emblem and lanyard ring at the base. This gun is the
finest example we have seen in near perfect condition and
a unique opportunity for the discerning colletor. ExWO&C
B/CLR

14
310 - S&W AIR WEIGHT REVOLVER
A superb example of a vintage Smith & Wesson .38 Chief’s
Special Air Weight model 37 revolver, circa late 1960/70’s.
3” .38 special cal barrel marked AIR WEIGHT 38 SPL CTG
SMITH & WESSON. Lightweight alloy frame with S&W
logo. Metalwork retains all original bright blued finish. ExC
original chequered grips. Includes its original blue carboard
box with paperwork and cleaning rod. This gun is in as new
ExWO&C CLR
311 - S&W HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER
Antique U.S Smith & Wesson 2nd model hand ejector revolver, circa 1903-04. 3” .32 long cal barrel marked with
address caliber and with Lyman option foresight and adjustable rear. The frame with S&W logo. Metalwork retains
near all original bright blue and case colour finishes. ExC
original hard rubber chequered grips with logo. Hard to find
better. ExWO&C CLR

321 - EARLY THOMPSON DRUM MAGAZINE
An early model 50R ‘L’ Drum for the Models 1921 and 1928
Thompson submachine gun. Made in early 1928 for the
Auto Ordnance Company of New York by Stanley Works of
New Britian, Connecticut. This is a rare “no number” drum
and is more often known as a “Colt Drum”. In very good
order and condition with some small pitting underneath the
winding key. VG-ExWO&C

310

311

312

323 - THOMPSON ‘C’ DRUM MILLS WEB POUCH
An extremly rare and never before offered webbing pouch
for the 1921 Thompson ‘C’ drum, manufactured by the
Mills company. In excellent order and condition; has the
MILLS in the bullet logo printed on the inside flap. Complete with the correct sling. These drums and pouches were
issued to U.S Marines and Post Office guards during the
1920/30’s. ExC

313

312 - S&W HAMMERLESS REVOLVER
Antique U.S 2nd model hammerless double action revolver,
circa 1902-09. 3½” .32 S&W cal barrel marked with the address and caliber and factory adjustable rear sight. Hinged
frame, 5 shot cylinder and marked with the S&W logo. Metalwork with only a few light scratches retains near all bright
original blue and case colours. ExC original chequered hard
rubber grips. Hard to find better. ExWO&C CLR

324 - WWII THOMPSON 5 MAG POUCH & MAGS
Webbing 5 magazine pouch for the Thompson sub-machine
gun containing 5 pristine 20R magazines. ExC

313 - M1 CARBINE
U.S WWII period .30m1 cal carbine. 18” Barrel with original sights and Inland 1944 marking. The bayonet lug has
had the tip ground off. The chamber is marked US CARBINE CAL.30 and the rear of the receiver marked INLAND
DIV. Metalwork with most thinning original finish. VGC
woodwork complete with WWII dated mag pouch and post
war sling and oiler, plus 5R magazine. VGWO&C ALR
314 - CARCANO CARBINE
Italian WWII model 38 carbine. 23” 6.5cal barrel with original iron sights and arsenal FAT41 mark as well as post war
British proofs. Metalwork with most arsenal black paint
refinish. GC woodwork complete with swivels. GWO&C
ALR

316

317

327 - COLT KING COBRA REVOLVER
U.S Colt double action 6 shot revolver. 6” .357 MAG cal
barrel with full underlug and original sights. Stainless steel
metalwork with some minor scratching. Original rubber
grips. GWO&C B/CLR
328 - GLOCK 17 PISTOL
Austrian made 9mm semi auto pistol. 4½” Barrel, slide with
fixed sights and Glock markings and near all finish. 2nd
Generation polymer frame. Includes original box with three
extra magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

325

329 - COLT 22 PISTOL
U.S Colt .22/cadet model pistol. 4¼” Bull barrel fitted with
aftermarket scope rail and red dot sight. Stainless steel metalwork with only minor marks. ExC one piece polymer grip.
Includes box and extra magazine. ExWO&C B/CLR

326

330 - 1911 MAGAZINES
Four assorted commercial .45 cal magazines, blued finish.
GC
327
329

319 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
Two 15 shot magazines, one with near all blue and the other
with several rust speckles. GC
320 - M1 CARBINE MAGAZINE
15 Shot grey patina with some speckling. FC

326 - COLT GOVERNMENT PISTOL
U.S Colt MKIV series 70 Government .45 acp pistol. 5”
Barrel with Wichitta brand adjustable rear and slide marked
with Colt legend and A.COOK CUSTOM for the customising of this gun. Metalwork with most overall blue thinning
on the slide and some slight scratches. Extended beavertail
and safety as well as lightened trigger and pachmayr grips
and extra magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

315

316 - BERTHIER CARBINE
WWI French 8mm cal Fusil M1907/15 carbine. 20” Barrel
with original sights and marked I.C. ORMAN 1948 over
the chamber and the side marked Delaunay Belleville MLE
1907-15. Metalwork with grey to dark patina. GC woodwork with grey to dark patina. GC woodwork with checked
repair below the rear sight. GWO&C ALR

318 - M1 CARBINE STOCK ETC
A post war underfolding stock for the U.S M1 carbine.
Wooden stock with black ventilated heat guard steel underfolding stock and plastic pistol grip. Includes a display case
and two 15 shot magazines and sling. VGC

325 - COLT GOLD CUP PISTOL
U.S Colt target version of the 1911. 5” .45 acp cal barrel
with Ellason rear sight and marked on the slide SERIES 80
COLT MKIV GOLD CUP NATIONAL MATCH. Metalwork with thin original blue to the slide and most to the
frame. Pachmayr rubber grips and Kimber branded magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

314

315 - M95 CARBINE
Austrian Military M95 straight pull bolt action carbine.
18½” 8x56R cal barrel with original sights. Chamber
marked STEYR M95. Metalwork with near all blue. ExC
woodwork with swivels. ExWO&C ALR

317 - SWEDISH M38 RIFLE
Swedish Military WWII period Mauser bolt action rifle.
24½” 6.5x55 cal barrel with original sights. The chamber
marked HUSQVARNA etc 1941 bolt with turned down handle. Metalwork with near all original blued finish. VGC
original woodwork. ExWO&C ALR

322 - 50R CROSBY ‘L’ DRUM MAGAZINE
A WWII manufacture period 50R drum for the Thompson
sub-machine gun made by the Crosby company from New
York, a seldom seen manufacturer. In excellent working order and condition. ExC

332

331 - BROWNING HI POWER MAGAZINE
A standard 13 shot magazine plus an extended 20R magazine. GC
332 - M1918 HELMET
Nazi German WWII period M18 steel helmet. Near all overall green paint thinning on the edges. National emblem is
well present but the Army eagle has been removed. VGC
leather liner with alloy band and leather chin strap. VGC
Lots can also be viewed prior to the auction at our retail
premesis located at SAI Guns & Ammo - 553 Great South
Road Penrose. Auckland

15
333 - LUFTSCHUTZ HELMET
WWII Nazi German Luftwaffe Air Protection three piece
helmet. Blue paint and decal, black and white decal with
size 54 etc and also stamped above RL2-38/28, complete
with leather liner and chin strap. VGC

333

338

334 - SS DAGGER
WWII Nazi German SS dagger. 22cm Blade marked with
the motto Meine Ehre Heist Treue and RZM mark 1211/39
and SS runes in twin circles for E.P.&S. Solingen maker
and is in VGC with some fading to the motto. The plating
on both of the guards is starting to pop and flake in areas.
GC wooden grip with eagle and runes inlay. Complete with
scabbard which has been refinished sometime past. This
maker is not often encountered. GC

335

335 - SA DAGGER
WWII German dagger. 21 1/2 cm Blade with Alles Fur
Deutchland motto and without makers name or rzm code.
VGC solid nickel guards marked WF on the lower guard.
GC brown wooden grip with Eagle and SA inlays. Includes
original scabbard with some loss of the brown enamel finish. GC

345 - KRIEGHOFF LUGER PISTOL
WWII period German 9mm P08 pistol. 4” Barrel with
number struck out, twin Luftwaffe inspector marks. The
chamber dated 1937 and the toggle marked KRIEGHOFF
SUHL. The left hand side of the barrel extensions have the 3
Luftwaffe inspectors marks the otherside with serial number
and struck out marks. The frame is mismatched to the gun
and is the WWII Mauser type with hump at the rear and
narrow trigger guard with wide trigger sideplate is a WWI
replacement. Metalwork with most overall blue with some
pin marks to the grip area. GC original wooden grips and
alloy base plate magazine. GWO&C B/CLR

334

341

346 - LUGER MAGAZINES AND POUCH
WWI Artillery Luger twin leather pouch with two correct
wooden base magazines. VGC

336 - FLAK AWARD
WWII late War Zinc German Army Flak Award. GC
337 - LUFTWAFFE OBSERVERS AWARD
WWII Nazi German badge. Blackened eagle and Swastika
and silver wreath. Measures 42x54 and weighs 30g. VGC

347 - 1917 LUGER HOLSTER
1917 Dated WWI German PO8 brown leather holster.
Marked ACOLUS-WERKE WILZEINHAUSS 1917. In
hard to beat ExC.

342

338 - 18 YEAR CROSS
WWII German Army or Luftwaffe cross with blue ribbon.
GC
339 - SS K98 CLEANING KIT ETC
WWII German Mauser cleaning kit. Dark green paint finish
and marked SS 44 plus a steel muzzle protector with Army
acceptance mark. GC

348 - 1918 LUGER HOLSTER
WWI 1918 dated German P08 Luger holster for the P08 pistol. Marked KERN KLAGER & LIE 1918 NEU-ULM and
Imperial Army mark as well as a name in script inside the
flap and stencil stamp B.A? ExC

343

340 - WWII GERMAN MILITARIA, GOGGLES ETC
Pair of desert goggles in textured paper packet, plastic lenses with fabric strap, plus a Luftwaffe NCO cap wreath and a
pair of Hitler Youth high leader collar tabs and SS Gruppen
fuhrer insignia. VGC

349 - LUGER CLEANING ROD
Rare WWII period steel cleaning rod for the P08 Bent D
type handle and brass tip. VGC

336

350 - ARTILLERY LUGER BOOT
A reproduction replacement leather boot that holds the stock
and holster together. ExC

341 - WWII PPK PISTOL
A WWII production period Walther PPK .32 AUTO pistol.
3” Barrel marked with Nazi commercial proof, the slide
marked with Walther banner logo Zella-Mehlis address cal
7.65 and MOD PPK as well as the Nazi period proof. Frame
marked with wartime K suffix. Metalwork has most overall
original blue finish with some pinpricking to the slide and
holster wear marks. ExC original brown Bakelite faux wood
grips and original Walther magazine. The serial number is
in the middle of the Military serial number range. While
not Military marked this is most certainly a war used gun.
VGWO&C CLR

344

351 - LUGER AMMO
WWII original German pistol ammo for the Luger or P38,
1942 dated. Seal has been broken but the label is intact. ExC
ALR
352 - COLT M16 RIFLE
U.S Colt M16A1 5.56mm select fire rifle. 20” Barrel with
flash hider, original sight and bayonet lug. Upper receiver
with carry handle and forward assist. The lower is marked
with rampant horse logo and COLT M16A1 CAL 5.56MM
as well as COLTS FIREARMS DIVISION COLT INDUSTRIES. HARTFORD CONN USA and three postion selector safe, semi and auto. Metalwork retains nearly all its
original dark grey parkerised finish. ExC original synthetic
furniture with triangular forend. Includes 30R Colt marked
magazine. This is the first in this ‘like new’ condition we
have seen. ExWO&C CLR

345

342 - NAZI M1937 PISTOL
Scarce WWII Hungarian made M1937 pistol for the German Army. 3¾” .32 acp cal barrel, slide with correct sights
and marked P.Mod 37, Kal. 7,65 jhv 43 (Budapest arsenal
code) as well as Army acceptance mark. The frame with
correct safety and Waffen amt mark. Metalwork with some
pinpricking and thin wartime original finish. VGC original
wooden grips and correct magazine. G-VGWO&C CLR
343 - NAZI UNIQUE PISTOL
WWII Nazi German issued French Unique .32 Auto pistol. 3” Barrel, slide with original sights and marked 7,65
COURT 9 COUPS “UNIQUE” etc. The frame is marked
at the rear behind the grip with Waffen amt WaAD26. Metalwork with most overall blue and shows typical war time
machining marks and some holster pinpricking towards the
muzzle. VGC original war time grips marked 7.65mm 9
schuss. VGWO&C CLR

344 - RADOM PISTOL
A Nazi German Army Issued WWII Polish semi auto 9mm
pistol. 4½” Barrel, slide with original sights and marked
with war time legend F.B. RADOM VIS Mod.35 and the
patent number, Army proof and Waffen amt as well as “P.35
(P)” and WaA77 Waffen amt which is also on the frame
which is the early type with takedown - hold back lever and
cut for a shoulder stock. Metalwork retains near all original
blued finish and VGC Bakelite logo grips. The magazine is
a modern replacement. ExWO&C B/CLR

349

354

352

353 - M16 NIGHT VISION SIGHT
Late Vietnam War US Military Generation 2 Image Intensification Night Vision optical sight and mount. Military tag
on right hand side is marked NIGHT VISION SUBASSEMBLY plus model number MX-8201A/PVS-3 etc and U.S.
Also includes seperate image intensifier MX-9644. ExC
354 - FNFAL AUTOMATIC RIFLE
22” .308 cal barrel including muzzle break with bayonet
lug. Receiver with original sights and marked FAL CAL
7.62 and FN Herstal address. Receiver with three postion
selector safe, semi and automatic. Metalwork has near all
Military black enamel finish. VGC with some scratches,
original synthetic furniture complete with carry handle. Includes 20R magazine. VGWO&C CLR

16
355 - HUNGARIAN AMD65 RIFLE
A rare Cold War era Hungarian varient of the Soviet AKM/
AK47. 14” 7.62X39 cal barrel including the original muzzle break and fitted with original sights. The three position
selector marked with infinity symbol for full auto and 1 for
semi. Metalwork with near all Military black finish. Steel
wire side folding stock and unique green forward and rear
synthetic pistol grips. ExWO&C CLR

367 - 1907 PARADE BAYONET
NZ Military SMLE bayonet. 43cm blade with 1913 date and
Wilkinson mark. The pommel marked NZ the grips marked
SLAZ 42. Retains all plated finish and includes leather and
plated scabbard with leather frog. ExC

355

356 - VZ58 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
Czech VZ58 7.62x39 cal assault rifle. 15” Barrel with original sight and bayonet lug. Receiver with three position selector marked 1 and 30 for full auto. Metalwork retains near
all its original dark grey enamel finish. Steel side folding
stock and ExC original composite wooden furniture. Complete with sling 30R magazine plus pouch containing three
extra magazines. ExWO&C CLR

368 - PATTERN 1888 BAYONET
British Military Long Tom P1888 MKII bayonet. 30.4 cm
blade with ordnance and Wilkinson marks, pommel with
clearance hole, twin rivets in wooden grip and no hole for
the cleaning rod. Complete with scabbard. VGC
369 - OWEN BAYONET
MKI Australian Owen S.M.G bayonet. 10” Blade with 5½”
Fuller and dated 2 45 as well as X OA and broad arrow
marks. Most overall blue the wooden grips marked SLAZ44
and complete with correct shortened No1 scabbard. ExC

356

357 - AK DRUM MAGAZINE
Eastern European 75R Drum magazine for the AK47/56S.
Front opening type in like new ExC.
358 - AR15 MAGAZINES
Three 30R alloy magazines in M16 Military canvas green
pouches.

370 - K98 SLING
Original leather sling for the WWII German rifle marked
bdq 1941. VGC
371 - K98 CLEANING ROD AND MUZZLE GAURD
WWII Steel muzzle protector for the K96 rifle, Waffen amt
marked plus a 31½cm cleaning rod. GC

359
360

359 - LEE ENFIELD No.9 RIFLE
British Military SMLE .22lr training rifle. 25” Barrel with
original sights. The receiver marked 22 R.F.N.9 MKI P.H
59. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC woodwork
with only slight handling dings and includes correct magazine. ExWO&C ALR

372 - GARAND EN BLOCS
Ten 8R EN-BLOC charger clips for the 30.06 MI Garand.
GC

360 - WINCHESTER P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI P14 .303 cal bolt action rifle. 26”
Barrel with original sights. Serial number with W prefix
for Winchester make and matching on the bolt. British ordnance marked. Metalwork with most original finish thinning
in some sections. ExC original woodwork. VG-ExWO&C
ALR

374 - NEEDLER BOX LOCK PISTOLS
A pair of percussion boxlock muff pistols by William Needler. 3” .38 Bore turn off round steel barrels. Brass box
lock action with concealed triggers and foliate engraving.
The tang marked NEEDLER HULL and the underside with
Birmingham proof marks. VGC finely chequered one piece
walnut grips with silver escucheons. Contained in a contemporary case with oil bottle. VGWO&C NLR

373 - 03 SPRINGFIELD CHARGERS
Seven charging clips for the U.S rifle.

362

361 - NO4 RIFLE
NZ Military WWII SMLE NO4 .303 cal bolt action rifle.
25” Barrel with orignal sights. Receiver is marked NO4MKI* LONG BRACH 1942. Metalwork with most overall
original blue. NZ marked on the wrist. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

375 - PERCUSSION TURNOVER PISTOL
Antique, circa 1830-50’s percussion double barrel turnover pistol by Gasquoine & Dyson. 2½” 80 bore cal barrels
marked with Birmingham proof marks. The barrel is rotated
anti clockwise to fire the next barrel. Boxlock action with
concealed trigger and foliate engraved. GC finely chequered
grips with silver escucheon. There is a 7mm crack in the
frame in front of the hammer but this is not seen when the
hammer is down. An unusual gun that is not often encounted. GWO&C NLR

374

362 - INDIAN NO3 RIFLE
A seldom seen Indian Ishapore arsenal Lee Enfield bolt action rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel with original sights. The wrist
marked R.F.I 1955 No1.MK3*. Metalwork with dark grey
patina. Matching numbered bolt, original woodwork with
usual handling dings and correct ‘Ishy’ screw through the
forewood. Includes original sling. GWO&C ALR

376 - BABY PERCUSSION PISTOL
A most likely French, very small (12.5cm overall) percussion muff pistol converted from flintlock, circa 1820’s. 1⅛”
.54 bore turn off barrel. Boxlock action with concealed trigger and ½ cock safety. Engraved with stand of flags and
borderline underneath. Metalwork with dark original patina.
ExC ornate chequered grips with silver inlay and diamond
pattern on the straps. A nice quality unusually small pistol.
Action fails to hold on cock but has tension otherwise VGC
NLR

375

363 - K98 RIFLE
WWII German bolt action rifle. 24” 7.92x57 cal barrel
with orignal sights and bayonet lug and Army acceptance
marked. The chamber code marked dot 1944 for BRNO
Works Czechoslovakia and also Waffen amt marked. Visisble numbers except the bolt are matching. Dark overall
patina with some pin pricking on the bolt release latch. VGC
laminated stock with out serial number but is numbered on
the plate. VGWO&C ALR

376

377 - PERCUSSION POWDER TESTER
Antique, circa 1830-50’s Powder testing ‘Eprivete’ brass
frame and barrel. Engraved frame with foliate designs and
wheel which measures 5, 10 & 15. GC original wooden
grips. Not often encounted in percussion form. VGC NLR

364 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the SMLE WWII rifle complete with steel scabbard. GC
365 - NO4 SPIKE BAYONET
For the NO4 SMLE. Complete with steel scabbard. VGC
366 - PATTER 1907 BAYONET
British/NZ Military WWI NoI SMLE bayonet. 43cm blade
marked with cypher 1907 WILKINGSON and ordnance
marks and grey patina. GC wooden grips and NZ marked.
Complete with leather and steel scabbard. VGC

377

363

378 - PINFIRE REVOLVER
Antique Lefeaucheux type medium size Belgian double action revolver. 3” Hexagonal 7mm cal barrel. 6 Shot cylinder and swing trigger. Most nickel finish worn on the grip
straps. GC chequered wooden grips. VGWO&C NLR

17
379 - PINFIRE PISTOL
European side by side pinfire pistol. 4½” 9mm cal barrels
with shotgun type action. Diamond and star engraving on
the box lock with one hammer broken but piece is with the
gun. Metalwork with all over pin pricking. GC original
carved grip. GC NLR

384

380 - COLT ACCESSORY BOOK
Colt Accoutrements 1834-1911 by Robin Rapley. Hard cover, large format, colour photos, 250 pages. Features all Colt
case accessories. NEW

386

391 - SIG P226 PISTOL
West German made 9mm semi auto pistol. 4¼” barrel, slide
with original sights and marked SIG SAUER P226 MADE
IN W.GERMANY. Metalwork with near all orignal matte
finish and ExC original plastic grips and includes original
box with manual and 4 extra magazines: Two 15 shot and
two 20 shot. ExWO&C B/CLR

381 - COLTS DOWN UNDER BOOK
Col Colt Down Under by Hughes and Rapley. Hard cover,
large format, colour photos and 250 pages featuring many
fine guns from Australia and NZ.
382 - S&W 320 CASES
Four extremely rare fired cases for the Smith & Wesson
model 320 revolving rifle aka “Buggy Rifle”. With less than
1000 of these guns made the ammunition is extremely rare.
Headstamp marked W.R.A 32 S&W.R ALR

385

392 - LLAMA 1911 PISTOL
Spanish copy of the Commander size 1911 semi auto pistol. 4” 9mm cal barrel, slide with fixed sights and marked
LLAMA cal 9mm and GABILONDO Y CIA:VITORIA
ESPANA. Metalwork retains near all original blue with
a few light scratches. VGC original black plastic grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

383 - COLLECTORS AMMO
Collectable cartridges for the British Morris Tube sub caliber kit used for rifle practice with Military firearms etc, plus
a vintage packet of No1 Bulleted Breech Caps. Unopened
cardboard packet with orange Eley Bros lable. VGC ALR
384 - STEYR MODEL M RIFLE
A nice quality vintage, circa 1970’s Austrian bolt action
hunting rifle. 24” 7x64 cal barrel with iron sights and hammer forge detailing. Action fitted with quick release swivel
off mounts with Fontaine brand 4 power scope and marked
STEYR DAIMLER PUCH A.G STEYR MANNLICHER
MOD M. Metalwork retains most original blue thinning in a
few areas on the barrel. ExC original woodwork with Ebony
forend and complete with swivels and original detachable
magazine. VG-ExWO&C ALR

393 - STAR M30 PISTOL
Spanish semi auto 9mm pistol. 3.9” 9mm cal barrel, slide
with adjustable sights and safety. Frame marked MOD .30
PK and STAR logo etc. Metalwork retains nearly all original finish. ExC original grips complete with original box,
manual and extra magazine. ExWO&C CLR

389
387

394 - ASTRA CONSTABLE PISTOL
Spanish copy of the Walther PP pistol in .22lr. 3 ½” barrel,
slide with adjustble sights and Astra logo etc. Metalwork
retains nearly all original blue. ExC original grips. Includes
original box with cleaning rod and manual. ExWO&C CLR
390

395 - WWII KA-BAR KNIFE
U.S Navy variant of the WWII American fighting knife.
17½cm Parkerised blade with out markings. The guard
marked CAMILUS .N.Y. U.S.N. MARK 2. Stacked leather
handle. USN marked original fiberglass sheath with webbing frog. VGC

385 - HUSQVARNA RIFLE
Swedish sporting bolt action rifle. 25” 9.3x57 cal barrel
with iron sights and sling swivel fitted. The mauser action
receiver fitted with Weaver bases and 4x32 Hubertus scope.
Metalwork retains near all blue. ExC wooden stock with a
few handling marks. VG-ExWO&C ALR

396 - VIETNAM KA BAR KNIFE
Vietnam War period American fighting knife 18cm blued
blade marked U.S. CAMMILUS. Black leather stacked
handle and sheath. VGC

386 - BROWNING A BOLT RIFLE
FN Sporting bolt action rifle. 25” Stainless steel barrel and
action in .257 Winchester Magnum caliber. Action with
one inch Hilver stud mount rings. Black synthetic stock
with extension fitted and has all over handling scratches.
VGWO&C ALR

397 - BRITISH FIGHTING KNIFE
British M.O.D Jungle/Survival knife. 17.7 cm Blade with
parkerised finish. Wooden handle with three brass rivets
marked broad arrow 88 and Nato number etc. Includes original sheath in as issued ExC

391

387 - RUGER M77 RIFLE
U.S Hawkeye model bolt action sporting rifle. 23” 30.06 cal
stainless steel barrel and action. Black synthetic stock. In
like new ExWO&C ALR
388 - PAKER HALE RIFLE
Safari model bolt action rifle. 22” .308 cal barrel with iron
sights. Action marked Safari with Weaver bases. Metalwork
with most overall blue with some minor staining and grey
finished bolt. GC chequered woodwork. GWO&C ALR
389 - AUTOMAG PISTOL
A very rare and collectable Auto Mag Model 180 semi
automatic pistol. 6½” .44 AMP cal barrel with ventilated
rib and original adjustable sights. The receiver is marked
HIG STANDARD AUTO MAG .44 AM MODEL 180 EL
MONTE CALIF. and TDE logo. Stainless steel metalwork
with only a few minor scratches and is in ExC as is the original wooden grips. This model of gun was made famous in
the Dirty Harry, Sudden Impact movie from 1983. This is
the first of this very rare and iconic pistol we have had for
sale and a unique opportunity for the handgun collector. It
includes on 50R packet of Norma 240g ammo. ExWO&C
B/CLR

390 - SIG P210 PISTOL
An early example, circa 1947 of this high grade Swiss pistol.
4½” 9mm cal barrel. The slide marked with P prefix and SIG
and marked with the Swiss Cross in front of the rear sight.
Metalwork retains near all original finish but shows slight
holster wear to the leading edges and behind the levers. ExC
original chequered wooden grips. Highly regarded as one
of the finest and most accurate Military pistols produced.
ExWO&C B/CLR

398 - FIGHTING KNIFE BOOK
Fighting Knives, An Illustrated Guide by Stephens. Hard
cover, medium format, B&W photos and 125 pages. A long
out of print reference book. VGC

392

393

394

399

399 - WINCHESTER 73 CARBINE
Antique early 3rd model 1873 carbine, circa 1889. 20” 4440 cal round barrel with full length magazine and original
sights graduated to 1000 yards and marked 1873. The barrel
is marked with Winchester Repeating Arms New Haven address and Patent dates ending in 1860 as well as 44 W.C.F.
The receiver marked model 1873 on the top tang and the
serial number marked on the lower as well as 44 cal on the
brass lifter. Metalwork has original blued finish on the barrel
turning a plum colour. The action has dark patina with the
leading edges and underneath the saddle ring turning grey.
VGC original woodwork with only slight handling dings
and includes its original steel and brass three piece cleaning
rod and 15 rounds of period ammunition. Cowboy period
73’ carbines in original untouched condition are increasingly hard to find and this is a unique opportunity for the
Winchester collector. VGWO&C ALR EST 6000-7000

18
400 - RUSSIAN M95 WINCHESTER RIFLE
A Russian Military issue, circa 1915/16 Winchester model
1895 Musket. 28” 7.62x54R cal barrel with original sights
graduated to 1400 yards on the bed and 3200 on the leaf.
The chamber correctly marked 7.62mm. The receiver with
charger guide and marked on the left hand side with New
Haven address and patent info. The top tang is marked
MODEL 1895 - WINCHESTER - TRADE MARK etc.
Metalwork retains most original blue to the barrel and the
magazine, grey to dark patina elsewhere. ExC original
woodwork complete with Russian Cyrilic stock cartouche
original sling swivels and bayonet lug. ExWO&C ALR

411 - GERMAN DOG TAGS
Three WWII camp guard dog tags. GC
412 - PILOT OBSERVORS BADGE
WWII Luftwaffe Pilot Observors badge. Near all gilt to the
wreath and sharp detail. Convex back with round pin and
marked JMME. ExC

401

413 - BATTLE SHEILD
WWII German Army Demjansk battle shield on cloth back
with metal back with flat hooks. VGC
414 - NAZI RATION CARD & MEAL TICKET ETC
27 Original soldiers meal tickets plus a ghetto ration card
and a small ticket given to a Political Prisoner for allocation
of bunk and uniform. VGC

401 - WINCHESTER 92 RIFLE
Antique, circa 1910, U.S Winchester model 1892 lever action rifle. 24” 38.40 cal round barrel with full length magazine and original sights, marked MANUFACTURED BY
THE WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO etc and
Winchester proof and 38 WCF marks in front of the chamber. The top tang with the MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER
Legen. Serial number is located on the underside of the action at the front. Metalwork has dark original patina with
overall faint blue to grey colours. VGC original woodwork
with some dings and the sling swivel in the butt has been
filled. VGWO&C ALR

402
400

402 - WINCHESTER 92 CARBINE
Antique, circa 1902, lever action carbine. 20” 44-40 cal barrel with ½ magazine and marked with Winchester address
and 44 W.C.F. Top tang marked MODEL 1892 WINCHESTER etc. Metalwork has overall grey patina with speckles of
dark. Receiver with original saddle ring. Original woodwork
with small split infront of the barrel band. F-GWO&C ALR

406

403 - GERMAN WATER BOTTLE
WWII 1931 pattern waterbottle. Olive felt cover, bakelite
drinking cup and three piece leather strap. Some cracking
to the leather. VGC
404 - GERMAN PACK
WWII German fur lined Tornister back pack. Marked on the
back with makers name CURT VOGEL 1940 and Soldiers
name in pen. Complete with leather straps. VGC

403

405 - LUFTWAFFE RUCKSACK
WWII German Airforce rucksack/pack dark blue cotton
with leather edging and straps. Faint makers mark with 1942
date. VGC
406 - GERMAN FLARE PISTOL
WWII German Walther 27mm Flare gun. 6” Octagonal to
round barrel marked with Nazi Army eagle and Waffen amt,
214 marks which are duplicated on the alluminum frame as
well as 1940 and Walther 237 code mark. Metalwork has
most overall original finish with typical plum colour on the
barrel. VGC original grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C
NLR
407 - SA MEDICAL POUCH
Scarce German WWII leather medical pouch. The flap
marked with SA logo and the front with makers logo and
1938 date etc. Contains original medical items including:
vasaline, tape and bandages etc VGC
408 - WWII GERMAN CIGARETTES AND COFFEE
Unopened packet of 10 cigarettes, Einneit brand, coffee
pack marked Verka SS Pachung etc the paper pack has
leaked slightly otherwise VGC
409 - GERMAN SMOKE GRENADE
WWII German Nebelgrante 39 CNbGr 39 artificial smoke
grenade. 35 1/2cm overall length. Wooden ribbed handle with white band and marked Nb.H gr.39 which is also
marked on the grenade section which is also marked RR564
1939 and Waffen amt. VGC NLR
410 - U.S HYDROGEN BALOON
Unusual WWII U.S hydrogen signal ballon kit containing
two baloons and mercury units. Ordnance marked on the
outside. Measures 98cm high x 20cm diamater. VGC

410
409
416

412

415 - GERMAN TEA SET
Three pieces of Nazi crockery plus a Hitler Youth marked
spoon. The crockery with red bands and marked with Swastika in wheel and Baucher, Rosenthel Kutschenreufter logos. GC
416 - COLT 380 GOVERNMENT PISTOL
Modern, circa 1990’s, compact Colt pocket pistol. 3¼” .380
cap cal barrel, slide with original sights and slide marked
COLT MKIV SERIES 80 GOVERNMENT MODEL 380
AUTO. Metalwork retains all original blued finish. ExC
original rubber grips. Includes original box with extra magazine. In as new unfired ExWO&C CLR
417 - BERETTA 950 PISTOL
.25 Auto pocket pistol. 2¼” Pop up barrel, slide marked
BEREETA MOD 950B CAL 6.35 & MADE IN BRAZIL.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC original plastic grips. ExWO&C CLR
418 - ASTRA CUB PISTOL
Spanish, circa 1960’s .25 Auto cal pocket pistol. 2” barrel,
slide with integral sights and marked ASTRA etc. Metalwork with near all blued finish with white finish on the
trigger, hammer and magazine. ExC original pearlescent
grips. Includes original cardboard box with cleaning rod.
ExWO&C CLR
419 - ASTRA SNUB NOSED REVOLVER
Spanish Cadix model .22lr revolver. 2” Barrel with fixed
sight. Frame marked ASTRA etc and with 9 shot cylinder.
Metalwork with most overall original finish thinning on the
edges and where the cylinder drags. VGC original wood
grips. VGWO&C CLR
420 - COLT VEST PISTOL
Colt model 1908 pocket vest pistol. 2½” .25acp cal barrel,
slide marked with Colt address and patent info. Metalwork
with grey to dark patina with areas of mild pin pricking and
traces of blue. GC original grip. FWO&C CLR
421 - BULLET PROOF VEST
Polish Military flak jacket/bullet proof vest. Woodland
camo with pouches and Kevlar inside including the neck
and shoulder areas. As well as having twin steel plates. In
like new ExC

417

422 - COLT 1911 BARREL
.45acp cal barrel of Military origin. Marked T on the underside and includes link. GC

418

423 - BROWNING 1910 GRIPS
Brand new reproduction grips for the browning M1910 pistol. FN logo and chequered. ExC

419

424 - WALTHER PP GRIPS
Pair of original dark brown plastic grips with banner logo
and screw. VGC

420
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425 - WINCHESTER M1894 RIFLE
A nice example of a U.S Winchester lever action ‘Big Bore’
rifle. 20” .307 cal round barrel with full length magazine
and original sights. Marked Winchester New Haven address
MODEL 94AE CAL 307 WIN. Metalwork retains all original bright blue finish and ExC original deluxe chequered
walnut stock with Winchester rubber butt plate. Includes
original box and paperwork. In like new ExWO&C ALR

436 - VOLUNTEER SNIDER RIFLE
A nice quality English three band volunteer/private purchase snider rifle. 36½” .577 cal barrel with original sights.
Chamber is marked with the snider logo and the Mark II**
type breech marked SNIDERS PATENT. The lock plate is
borderline engraved and marked with the makers name W
FRY. The hammer is the cupped type. Metalwork retains
near all original blue and traces of case colours. ExC deluxe woodwork with original chequered forend and wrist
plus silver escucheon and brass furniture. Complete with
original ramrod. A top example for the descerning collector.
ExWO&C ALR

425

426 - .307 AMMO
140R of Winchester brand .307 WIN ammo to go with the
previous lot. In original silver packageing. ExC ALR

427

427 - MARLIN 1894 RIFLE
U.S lever action rifle. 20” Hexagonal .45LC cal barrel with
original sights and full length magazine tube. Marked 1894
COWBOY LIMITED. Metalwork with near all original
blued finish. VGC straight cut stock with some handling
scratches. VGC ALR
428 - MARLIN 336 XLR RIFLE
U.S lever action rifle. 24” .35REM cal round barrel with
½ magazine and original sights. Marked 336XLR Marlin
etc. Stainless steel metalwork in ExC without scratching and
with Picatiney rail on the receiver. ExC grey laminate semi
pistol grip stock with QD studs and rubber butt plate. Pre
Remington owned rifle in unfired ExWO&C ALR
429 - TAURUS LIGHTNING RIFLE
A Brazilian remake with improvements of the famous Colt
lightning pump action rifle. 25” Round barrel with full
length magazine tube and original sights. Marked TAURUS
MODEL C45. Metalwork retains near all blued finish to
the barrel and magazine and case coloured finish to the action. GC original woodwork with some handling scratches.
VGWO&C ALR

436

438 - SNIDER CARBINE
NZ Military .577 Snider carbine. 20¾” Barrel without lug
rear sight graduated to 800 yards. Ordnance marks on the
barrel and breech as well as marked III and BSA & Co
which is also on the plate with 1873 date. Hammer is the
flat type and latch is spring loaded. Metalwork with dark
patina. GC woodwork with steel mounts ramrod guide and
swivels, marked Hazard Auckland and the heal marked NZ
arrow 2250. GWO&C

429

438

430 - REPRODUCTION REVOLVING CARBINE
Italian Uberti remake of the Remington percussion revolving carbine. 20” Hexoganal .44 cal barrel with iron sights.
Metalwork with near all blued finish and case coloured hammer. VGC wooden stock with brass furniture. VGWO&C
ALR
431 - COACH GUN
A modern side by side hammerless shotgun ideal for cowboy
action shootings. 20” 12g barrels with full and ½ chokes.
Blued barrel and action with most blue. Double trigger action. GC woodwork with some chips and scratches.
GWO&C ALR

437

443

434 - REPRODUCTION REMINGTON NAVY REV
Navy Arms company Italian made remake of the 1861
model Navy revolver. 6½” .36 cal hexagonal barrel. Metalwork with most overall original blue with some loss and
scratching to the barrel. GC wooden grips with steel frame
and brass triggerguard. G-VGWO&C B/CLR
435 - REPRODUCTION S/A REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt 1873 single action Army
revolver. 5½” .45 lc cal barrel. Metalwork with most overall
blue and fading case colours. VGC walnut grip with steel
mounts. VGWO&C B/CLR

439 - MARTINI ENFIELD ARTILLERY CARBINE
British Military Martini action .577/450 cal carbine. 21”
.303 cal barrel with original sights and ordnance markings.
Left hand side of the receiver marked Crown/VR ENFIELD
1895 M.D .303 I. and the right hand side with the Martini
Henry markings pre conversion with 1880 date. Metalwork
with nice dark original patina. VGC original woodwork
complete with sling swivels, brass disc and bayonet lug.
VGWO&C ALR
440 - MARTINI ENFIELD CARBINE
NZ Military Martini action .577/450 cal carbine. 21” .303
cal barrel with iron sights. British ordnance and E marks
as well as Nitro proof. The action marked Crown/VR
ENFIELD 1895 M.E .303 I and right hand side with pre
conversion Martini Henry markings. Metalwork with dark
patina and blue to the barrel. GC woodwork with swivels
removed, handling dings and chip missing near the lever.
GWO&C ALR

428

432 - REPRODUCTION WALKER REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt model 1847 Walker percussion revolver. 9” Octagonal to round .44 cal barrel, the
flat marked U.S 1847. Cylinder with rolled Soldier and Indian scene. Metalwork retains near all original bright blue
and case colour finishes with a few slight stain marks. ExC
walnut grip with steel back strap and brass triggerguard.
VGWO&C B/CLR
433 - REPRODUCTION DRAGOON REVOLVER
Italian Uberti remake of the Colt 3rd model dragoon revolver. 7½” .44 cal octagonal to round barrel. Cylinder with
Soldier and Indian rolled scene. Metalwork retains nearly all
original bright blue and case coloured finishes with a couple of speckle stain marks. Exc original wooden grips with
brass back strap and trigger guard. VGWO&C B/CLR

437 - SNIDER CAVALRY CARBINE
NZ Military issue MKIII Snider carbine. 1902” .577 cal
barrel with correct rear sights ordnance and M.T marks the
breech marked NZIII 87 (also marked on the stock behind
the tang) Breech with spring catch and flat type hammer.
Lock plate marked 1869 Enfield. Metalwork with dark
patina. GC original woodwork with sidenail cups removed.
Marked between the lock screws RBY T 45 and F.T & M.T
on the butt. Brass furniture marked on the heal WD ARROW Y/BCK/273. Complete with original two piece ram
rod in the butt. GWO&C

441 - .310 CADET RIFLE
Australian Military BSA Francotte’s patent Martini action
training rifle. 25.2” .310 cal barrel with original rear sight
and has been fitted with Parker hale apperture tang and fore
sights. The receiver marked MADE BY THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO LTD etc and Kangaroo over the
chamber and COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA on
the other side. Traces of original blue on the barrel and most
to the action VGC woodwork with webbing sling. Includes
a three die set of reloading dies,approx 30 Gunrunner brand
ammo and 40 fired cases. VG-ExWO&C ALR

439

441

442 - MARTINI HENRY BRASS
20 Primed brass cases for the 577/450 cal Martini. Bartram
brand in original box. GC
443 - MARTINI SWORD BAYONET
Bayonet for the Martini Henry Artillery carbine. 65½cm
blade with ½ saw back. WD and crown/VR marks, grey to
dark patina with some deterioration at the tip. Worn original
handle with steel knuckle guard. Complete with leather and
steel sheath. G-VGC

432

440
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444 - LANCASTER BAYONET
61cm Pipe back blade flaring at the tip. British ordnance
marked at the base and trace of makers and grey to dark
patina brass pommel and guard marked G770. ExC brass
and leather scabbard also ordnance marked. VG-ExC
445 - ENFIELD SNIDER YATAGHAN BAYONET
Yattaghan shaped blade for the British Military Enfield or
Snider rifle. 57½cm Blade with Soligen makers logo and
without major staining. Leather hilt with wear, includes
leather and steel scabbard. VG-ExC

444
445

455 - TWO BULLET MOULDS
Two sissor single ball moulds marked 14 and No35, plus
WD, dark patina. GC

447

456 - SAM BROWNE BELT
Similar to previous lot but NCO or Warrant Officer class
without sword hanger. VGC

446 - PAT 1887 BAYONET
British Military MK4 P1887 sword bayonet for the Martini Henry rifle. Converted from Enfield sword bayonet by
replacing the guard, 46cm blade with twin fullers and ordnance marks. GC leather grips and includes leather and steel
scabbard. VGC

457

458 - TIGER RIFLE
A Russian Commercial .308 cal Tigr 308 dragonov rifle. 22”
barrel with Iron sights and without flash hider. The receiver
with side scope mount and marked with Izmash arsenal
mark and cal etc. Metalwork with near all original flat black
finish. ExC SVD synthetic stock with adjustable cheek rest
and with folding bipod and includes two 7 shot magazines.
Curently registered as E cat but is A category compliant and
could be removed from the registration system. ExWO&C
ELR

449

450

448 - WEBLEY FOSBERY REVOLVER
Rare British automatic early Model 1901 Fosbery Revolver.
6” .455 cal barrel with original foresight and marked on top
with retailer ARMY & NAVY CSL. The top strap with early
type Webley MKI fixed rear sight and marked on the side
WEBLEY FOSBERY AUTOMATIC. The frame marked
.455 CORDITE ONLY and fitted with original safety. Metalwork retains near all quality reblue and ExC replacment
wooden grips and original lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

459 - SAIGA SHOTGUN
Russian Semi automatic 12g shotgun. 18” Barrel with external ¼ chokes. Receiver with side scope rail and Izmash arsenal marks. Most original finish. 5R box magazine. Plastic
dragunov style stock with cheek rest. Includes 5R magazine.
Currently registered as E but is A category compliant and
could be removed from the registration system. ExWO&C
ALR

451

449 - ENFIELD MKII REVOLVER
Rare British Military Enfield D/Action Military revolver. 5
¾” .476 cal barrel with original sights and ordnance marks
at the breech end and on the top strap. The hinged receiver
marked at the rear crown VR ENFIELD II. There is also a
struken out marking and a crossed out 2 from conversion
from MKI to MKII. Metalwork with most overall finish.
VGC one piece grip with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR

460 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE
Chinese semi automatic rifle. 10” Barrel with flash hider and
bayonet lug. The receiver marked NORINCO 56S etc and
retains near all finish. ExC woodwork complete with sling,
cleaning rod and 30R magazine. ExWO&C ELR

453

450 - MARK VI WEBLEY REVOLVER
British Military WWI revolver. 6” .455 cal barrel with ordnance marks etc. The frame with Webley patent info and
1917 date. Metalwork has most thinning original blue. VGC
original hard rubber grips complete with lanyard.
G-VGWO&C B/CLR

452

461 - SAVAGE TARGET RIFLE
U.S Savage Arms bolt action target rifle. 25” .308 cal heavy
fluted stainless steel barrel with muzzle break and marked
Savage Model 12 etc. Receiver with one inch rings and bases fitted and accutrigger. ExC Choate stock with adjustable
bipod rail and cheek rest. ExWO&C ALR
462 - RUSSIAN SCOPE
Russian P03-9x24 optical sight and mount to suit the Tiger
semi auto rifle. Includes camo carry bag and manual. VGC

451 - WEBLEY MKII REVOLVER
British Military .455 cal revolver. 4” Barrel with ordnance
marks. The frame marked WEBLEY PATENTS MARK II
etc. Metalwork with most dulling original finish thinning on
the edges. VGC original hard rubber chequered grips with
lanyard ring. G-VGWO&C B/CLR

453 - WEBLEY MKVI PISTOL AND STOCK
British Military .455 cal double action revolver fitted with
detachable shoulder stock as used on the parachute flare pistol. Action at fault on the gun and fitted with right hand brass
grip and blued steel and wooden stock with lanyard rings.
VGC B/CLR

457 - NZ WAR & EMPIRE ASSOCIATION MEDALS
A rare and desirable New Zealand Maori War Medal issued to Pte Adair White 3rd Waikato Militia. The medal is
inscribed NEW ZEALAND BIRTUTIS HONOR 1861 to
1866 and on the otherside with Queen Victoria etc. The edge
is inscribed A WHITE 3RD WAIKATO REGT. Complete
with red and blue ribbon and includes the vendors research
into this Militia Soldier. Plus a scarce circa 1900-1910 Imperial Colonial Forces Veterans medal. Center of the Maltese Cress engraved NZEVA. Complete with original old
red, white and blue ribbon and a replacment one. VG-ExC

448

447 - WEBLEY KAUFMANN REVOLVER
A circa late 1870’s English Webley Kaufmann double action
revolver. 5¾” .455 cal barrel marked on top with the retailers name C&H WESSON 7 NEW ROAD BRIGHTON.
The frame with 6 shot fluted cylinder is marked WEBLEYS
PATENT and the logo as well as MK inside triangle for the
Kaufmann patent. Metalwork retains nearly all its original
nickel plated finish with only a couple of small areas of loss
near the grips and on the barrel rib. ExC original Parrots
beak chequered walnut grips with swivel lanyard ring. Contained in its original blue baize lined oak case with original
retailers trade label, glass oil bottle, turn screw cleaning rod,
pull through and key. In hard to beat ExWO&C CLR

452 - WEBLEY MKIV REVOLVER
British commercial .38 S&W cal revolver. 4” Barrel with
proof marks and top strap marked WEBLEY & SCOTT
etc. Metalwork retains near all original parkerised finish.
ExC original Webley logo plastic grips with lanyard ring.
ExWO&C B/CLR

454 - ADAMS BULLET MOULD
Bronze 38 bore double cavity mould for Adams Percussion
Pistol. Marked with Robert Adams logo and 38. As found in
cased set. VGC

462

458

463 - TIGER 308 MAGAZINES
Two 7 shot polymer magazines for the Russian rifle. VGC
464 - SAIGA MAGAZINES
Two polymer 8 shot 12g magazines for the Russian semi
auto shotgun. VGC

459

465 - SAIGA MAGAZINES
Same as previous lot. VGC

460

466 - DREYSE M1907 PISTOL
German .32 auto pistol. 3½” Barrel, the slide with integral
sights and marked with Imperial German proofs, also on the
frame with Dreyse address. Metalwork retains near all original blue finish. VGC original hard rubber grips with some
wear to the left grip. These were a popular WWI Officers
pistol. ExWO&C CLR
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467 - BROWNING M1900 PISTOL
Belgian .32 auto cal pistol. 4” Barrel, slide with integral
sights and cocking indicator. Slide and frame with FN Herstal markings and Belgian proof marks. Metalwork retains
near all original blue. ExC original hard rubber grips. Hard
to find a better example. ExWO&C B/CLR

476

481 - KUKHRI KNIFE
33½cm Blade with ordnance marks, wooden handle with
brass and steel pins and brass at each end. Includes leather
scabbard. GC

468 - HUSQVARNA M1907 PISTOL
Swedish Military semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm Browning long
cal barrel. The slide with Husqvarna address etc. Metalwork
with most original blue with a few isolated staining marks.
VGC original hard rubber grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

468

469 - STEYR HAHN PISTOL
Austrian model of 1911 semi automatic pistol. 5” 9mm
Steyr cal barrel, slide with original sights, charger guides
and marked STEYR 1912 MOD 1911 and Chilean crest as
well as Ejercito De Chile (Chilean export contract). Metalwork with most overall blue thinning to the edges. Worn but
original grips. VGWO&C B/CLR

482 - REMINGTON RIDER PISTOL
Rare antique Remington - Rider magazine pistol, circa
1871-1888. 3” Octagonal .32 RF extra short cal barrel.
Traces of the original address are present. Metalwork has
near all nickel finish. ExC walnut grips. These were one of
the first tubular magazine pistols and with only 10,000 made
they are now seldom seen for sale. ExWO&C CLR

469
477

470 - 9MM STEYR AMMO
50R of NZ Gunrunner brand 116g FMJ for the Steyr Hahn
pistol. In original packet. GC ALR
471 - 9MM BROWNING AMMO
50R of NZ Gunrunner brand 124g lead ammo for the
Browning 1903/Husqvarna 1907 pistol. In original packet.
GC ALR

480 - BRITISH MARKED KUKHRI
30cm Blade marked WD and another mark. Some staining.
Wooden grip with steel pins, black leather sheath with small
knife. GC’

482

483

474

472 - 7.65 MAS AMMO
49R of NZ Gunrunner brand 85g R.N lead ammo for the
French model 1935 pistol. In original packet. GC ALR

484

474 - BROWNING O/U SHOTGUN
Vintage, circa 1950/60’s 12g sporting shotgun. 30” Barrels
with ¼ and ¾ choke, ventilated rib with modern fibre optic
sight marked FN Herstal. Metalwork with most thinning
original blue. GC woodwork with Limbsaver pad fitted.
GWO&C ALR

476 - BROWNING AUTO 5 SHOTGUN
Belgian semi auto 5 shot shotgun. 29” Barrel with full choke
and 2¾” chamber and vent rib. Marked FN Herstal etc.
The action is scroll engraved and metalwork retains near
all blued finish. VGC original woodwork with handling
scratches in some places. One of the better examples we
have encounted. VGWO&C ALR
477 - FRANCHI SHOTGUN
Good quality Italian Renaissance model 20g over/under
shotgun. 27½” Ribbed barrels with multi choke (full, cyl
and ¼). Metalwork retains near all original finish and engraved action and chequered wooden stock. Includes original box. ExWO&C ALR

487 - MOORE’S PATENT REVOLVER
Anitque, circa 1861-63 .32RF revolver. 4” Octagonal barrel
with ejector rod. Most nickel plating to the engraved frame.
Barrel and cylinder with several areas of pitting. VGC original grips. GWO&C
488

476
486

487
489

488 - REVOLVING CARBINE
Antique copy of the Remington Percussion revolving carbine by J Lattimer & Son. The carbine most likely is modified from a 1858 pistol or possibly a copy of it. 20” .44 cal
octagonal barrel with dovetail foresight and buckhorn rear
and is marked J. LATTIMER & SONS NEW YORK U.S.A.
and has 4 digit serial number on the underside 2856 and also
under the triggerguard. Metalwork with grey patina with
areas of pinpricking. VGC shoulder stock with handling
dings and crescent shaped brass butt plate and trigger guard.
As less than 1000 of the Remingtons were produced and
are near impossible to find this is an interesting and unique
period gun. GWO&C NLR
489 - FRENCH PERCUSSION PISTOLS
A pair of antique, circa 1830-50’s percussion pistols. 7”
. 38 bore octagonal to round barrels marked Lonque Portee. Boxlock actons engraved with foliate and borderline
designs. Barrels retain most original brown lacquered finishes. VGC carved wooden butts. Contained in a French
style contemporary case with flask, mould and nipple key.
VGWO&C NLR

478 - CASTELLANI SHOTGUN
Italian U/O 12g shotgun. 28” Barrels with ¾ and full chokes
and vent rib. Marked B CASTELLANI ITALY. Most blue to
the barrels with some speckling twin trigger with GC woodwork. GWO&C ALR
479 - WEBLEY AIR PISTOL
Mark I model English vintage .177 cal air pistol. Dark original patina with traces of blue. Spring is strong. VGC original grips. VGWO&C NLR

486 - STEVENS SINGLE SHOT PISTOL
Antique U.S circa 1890’s Gould model single shot target
pistol, 9¾” .25 Stevens cal octagonal to round barrel with
makers name etc and English proof marks. Metalwork has
thinning original finish with dark plum patina. The nickel
plated brass frame with most thinning finish. VGC original
chequered grips. VGWO&C CLR

475

475 - GRAND EUROPEAN SHOTGUN
High quality Winchester, circa early 1980’s Under & Over
12g shotgun. 28” Barrels with modified and full choke and
2¾” chamber barrels. Marked Winchester Made in Japan
etc. The boxlock actions are finely engraved all over with
foliate designs and marked Grand European. ExC original
woodwork and contained in its original case with paperwork. ExWO&C ALR

484 - COLT NO3 DERRINGER
Anitque Colt ‘Thuer’ model .41 RF cal derringer. 2½” Barrel marked -COLT- the frame marked 41 cal. Metalwork has
near all reblue and re-nickeled finish. ExC varnished walnut
grips. ExWO&C CLR
485 - S&W No.1 REVOLVER
Rare antique, circa 1860-68 second issue No.1 revolver. 3”
.22 short RF cal with original foresight and barrel marked
on top SMITH & WESSON SPRINGFIELD.MASS 7 shot
unfluted cylinder. Metalwork retains near all nickel finish to
the frame and dark patina to the barrel. VGC original grips
VGWO&C CLR

485

473 - HOTCHKISS MG AMMO
Four French 8mm lebel Hotchkiss MG links. 24R each 96 in
total. Some tarnishing. GC ALR

483 - REMINGTON ELLIOT DERRINGER
Antique, circa 1867-88 Elliot patent Vest pistol derringer.
2½” .41 cal round barrel marked with Remington Illion address and patent info. Metalwork with near all nickel plated
finish. Walnut grips are mismatched. GWO&C CLR

490

490 - FRENCH PERCUSSION PISTOL
Most likely French converted from flint to percussion travelling pistol. 5” brass octagonal to round approx 80 bore
barrel. Plain white steel lockplate. Carved wooden stock
with brass furniture. VGWO&C NLR
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491 - TRANTER REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1850’s English double trigger Tranter revolver. 4½” Octagonal 80 bore barrel with original foresight
and marked with Birmingham proof marks which are also
on each of the chambers of the 5 shot cylinder. The frame
is foliate engraved and with Tranters Patent loading lever.
Metalwork has areas of original to the barrel and some staining to the frame. VGC original chequered one piece grip.
Contained in its original Mahongany box with faded blue
velvet lining and contains an original Tranter double cavity bronze mould, bag shaped powder flask, brass oil bottle,
tranters bullet lubricating wax, Eley percussion caps, cleaning rod, turn screw and a brown nipple key. An untouched
original set with all accessories. GWO&C NLR

502 - SCHNELLFEUER PISTOL
A very nice example of a German Mauser M712 select fire
automatic pistol. 5” 7.63mm cal barrel marked WAFFEN
FABRIK MAUSER OBENDORF A/N and with proofs
on the left hand side. Correct rear sight graduated to 1000
yards and the frame has the Westinger type selector and
banner logo. Right hand side has address and patent info.
Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the edges
and above the grips to grey. Original wooden grips with
correct lanyard ring. Includes its very hard to find original
20R magazine with banner logo and a reproduction manual.
VGWO&C CLR EST 5000-6000

491

492

492 - TRANSITIONAL REVOLVER
Antique, circa 1830’s Transitional percussion revolver by
Henry Adkins of Bedford. 5” 54 Bore octagonal barrel
marked ADKINS BEDFORD and with Birmingham proof
marks which are also on the 5 shot cylinder. Metalwork has
dark original patina to the barrel and cylinder. The frame has
been heavily cleaned back to the white and the engraving
has been lost from the left hand side. VGC finely chequered
grips with cap box in the butt. Contained in its Mahogany
case with green baize lining and with flask, mould, caps,
two piece brass rod and nipple key. GWO&C NLR

504 - 8MM KURZ AMMO
148R of 7.92x33 Ammo. Most likely East German for the
MP44 Submachine gun. In original 15R packets. GC ALR
505 - MP44 SLING
Brown leather WWII sling for the German assault rifle. Correct 6 hole positions and 115cm length marked cwx? 1943
and Waffen amt and WaA138. GC

498

493 - SS COLLAR TABS
A matched pair of rare SS deaths head collar tabs. ExC

506 - SCHNELFEUER MAGAZINE
10R Original magazine for the Mauser M712 select fire
pistol. Banner logo on the base with some pinpricking and
most blued finish. GWO&C

496

494 - SS SHOULDER BOARDS
A pair of SS Totenkopf division shoulder boards. ExC
495 - SS EAGLE
German WWII SS cloth breast eagle. Some slight fraying
to the edges. VGC

500

507 - ZF41 SNIPER SCOPE
Rare original German WWII K98 sniper scope and mount.
Horizontal code mark cxn (Bush A-G, EMIL page 100, Sniper Variations of the K98) and ZF41 as well as serial number
105498 and the mount marked 556. Without the front rain
sheild. VGC

496 - SS CAP SKULL
SS Deaths head cap badge. Most nickel finish thinning in
the hollows. GC
497 - SS CHEVRONS
Cloth German SS Corporals Chevron badge. VGC
498 - SS HELMET
Nazi German WWII M42 steel helmet. Some staining and
loss of finish to the top of the helmet and about 80% of the
SS decal is still present. Inside marked CKL 5378, complete
with leather liner and chin strap. GC

508 - GERMAN WWI SNIPER SCOPE
Rare original German Vorglander WWI Sniper scope.
Marked Gew 7230C meaning it was assigned to a rifle for
sniping and marked VOIGTLANDER BRAUNSCHWEIG.
VGC
509 - GNOM SIGHT AND MOUNTS
Vintage WWII period 4 power German telescopic sight with
claw mounts similar to the SS double claw mount. Single
turnet marked with serial #150140 and GNOM 4x. Most
blued finish ½ thick post with single thin horizontal reticle.
GC

501

499 - AFRIKA KORPS CUFF TITLE
Joined pair of German Afrika Korps cloth cuff titles. ExC
500 - MP44 ASSAULT RIFLE
Rare WWII German MP44/STG44 select fire assault rifle.
11” 8mm Kurz cal barrel with original knurled end nut and
sights. The receiver is stamped MP44 and the serial number with 1945 date. The underside is stamped in front of
the magazine fxo (Haenel) and Waffen amt WaAA44 Cos
(Merzwerke - supplier of stamped parts). Also stamped with
eagle 37 and Army acceptance eagle. The rear stock section has had the serial number over stamped. The action is
in unmodified select fire specification. Metalwork has near
all black finish. VGC original chequered wooden pistol grip
and laminated butt stock. There is a small area of pitting on
the cleaning kit trap and on the magazine which has penitrated in a couple of spots. VGWO&C CLR EST 5000-6000
501 - MP40 SUBMACHINE GUN
Rare WWII Nazi German S.M.G. 10” 9mm cal barrel with
original end nut and strengthening rib and sight. Faint Army
eagle near the barrel nut and British post war proofs. The
top of the receiver is marked MP46 bnz 43 (Steyr 1943) bolt
handle with forward safety lock. Faint WaA623 Waffen amt
marks behind the front sling swivel. Metalwork with dark
overall patina with thinning blue finish. VGC Bakelite
stock and grips. Complete with its original magazine plus
extra original magazine and speed loader all Waffen amt
marked in good quality twin reproduction webbing pouches.
VGWO&C CLR EST 6500-7500

503 - PPSH 41 SUBMACHINE GUN
WWII 7.62 Todarev cal Soviet S.M.G. 13” Barrel with ventilated shroud with 1943 date, ordnance marks and original
sights. Metalwork with near all blued finish. VGC woodwork numbered to the gun and includes its 35 round stick
magazine. VGWO&C CLR

502

507
508

509

503

510 - NEEDHAM DOUBLE RIFLE/SHOTGUN SET
Antique cased, circa 1880-90’s English two gun set by J V
Needham of Birmingham. The rifle with 24” browned Damascus barrels, with four flip up leaf sights and one fixed.
Marked J.V NEEDHAM NEW ST BIRMINGHAM and
serial number 4454 matching on the shotgun. The action
with side lever which lifts the hammers and marked inside
with Birmingham proofs and NEEDHAMS PATENT 833.
The action is marked on both sides J NEEDHAM and have
traces of the original case colours and brown to the barrels.
VGC woodwork with steel furniture and chequered wrist.
The 14 bore shotgun with 27” barrels with Needham markings and matching serial number. The action is the same as
the rifle but patent 822. The metalwork is grey patina on the
barrels with traces of brown and similar on the action. VGC
woodwork and contained in leather bound case with old re
line and Trade label in the lid. Includes bullet and shotgun
case, mould, dipper, patch punch, bottle and rod. VGWO&C
ALR EST 9000-12000

510
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511 - FARQUHARSON RIFLE
A nice quality English falling block rifle by W.J. JEFFERY.
25” .303 cal barrel with original sights with 5 rear folding
leaves and marked GUSSTAHL KRUPP ESSEN. The action with side lever safety is borderline and foliate engraved
and marked W.J. JEFFREY & CO 13 KING STREET ST
JAMES LONDON. The wrist fitted with folding peep sight.
Metalwork with near all original blue finish. VGC original
woodwork with some handling rounding in the chequered
areas and with steel swivels and butt plate with trap. VGExWO&C ALR EST 4500-5500
512 - FREDRICK BARNES PISTOLS
A pair of fine quality cased silver mounted percussion Officers pistols. 8¼” large .65 cal octagonal barrels with captive
ram rods marked - LONDON - with twin gold bands at the
breech and Birmingham proved. The lock plates with borderline speer point engraving and foliate designs are marked
F.Barnes & Co. The locks are converted from flint to percussion by Barnes in the early 1850’s and feature horizontal
drum type nipples and ½ cock safeties and engraved dolphin style hammers. Metalwork has nice untouched original
patina with around ½ the original brown to the barrels. VGC
original chequered full wooden stocks with swelled butts
and silver mounts. The mounts are hall marked for Birmingham silver 1826 with F&J makers marks. The square back
trigger guards are nicely engraved with foliate and speer
point designs extending into pineapple finials with silver
ramrod guides, nose cap and cross pin escucheons. The top
tang is also engraved behind the rear sight. The underside
of the butts have a silver disc with sunburst designs. Contained in their original Mahogany case with blue baize reline. The case has brass reinforced corners, sliding catches
and inleted D handle. The case contains medicine bottle
style flask, brass oil bottle, bullet mould, percussion caps,
turn screw, nipple key and cleaning rod. Silver mounted Officers pistols are seldom encounted and were not the norm
and most likely a high ranking soldiers private purchase set.
VG-ExWO&C NLR EST 13000-16000

517 - NORWEGIAN KAMMERLADER RIFLE
A rare and unusual Norwegian model 1860/67 12.7mmx44
RF breech loading rifle modified from the 1842 pattern to rf.
35” barrel with correct iron sights, breech and chamber with
Norwegian crown and 1862 date and serial number. Action
with side breech locking lever and under hammer cocking.
Metalwork with original dark grey patina. VGC original full
length woodwork with brass bands and butt plate. A seldom seen rifle for the breech loader or Military collector.
ExWO&C ALR

512

513

518 - KROPATSCHEK RIFLE
Austrian Steyr M1886 bolt action Portugese Military rifle.
32” 8x56R cal barrel with tubular magazine and iron sights
and bayonet lug. The receiver marked OE.W.F.G. STEYR
1886, Portugese crown/L.I and M1886. Metalwork with
most overall dull blued finish. GC woodwork with sidemounted cleaning rod and cartouche. GWO&C ALR

514

519 - MATCHLOCK RILFE
Eastern/Arabic matchlock antique musket. 55” Octagonal
barrel with dark patina. Brass action missing the pivot and
match tube. Full length wooden stock. FC NLR
511

515

521 - ENGLISH COURT SWORD
18th Century British dress small sword. 31” Cruciform
shaped blade. Studded steel hilt with knuckle bow and
turned down dish guard. Complete with leather and steel
scabbard. ExC

517
525
524

513 - GOOCH TRAVELING PISTOLS
A pair of British late Flintlock era, circa 1830 by Gooch
Hertfordshire. 4” Octagonal large .55 cal barrels marked
GOOCH ST ALBANS and with silver foresight and engraved tang lock plates with roller frizen, waterproof pans
and ½ cock safeties. Marked GOOCH, borderline and foliate engraved. Full wooden stocks with chequered grips and
square back steel triggerguards with pineapple finials and
silver escucheons. VG-ExWO&C NLR

524 - BROWN BESS BAYONET
Original steel bayonet for the British Flintlock Musket. 42½
cm blade marked crown/24 and makers name OGHTO? The
curve marked 140. VGC

518

525 - PATTERN 1853 BAYONET
Socket bayonet for the Enfield .577 rifle. 43 cm blade with
ordnance mark. Socket with spring clamp and number 1031.
Dark to grey patina complete with original matching number and WD marked leather scabbard. VGC

521

515 - FLINTLOCK PISTOL
Antique, circa late 1700’s European most likely German
travelling pistol. 4½” .50 cal octagonal to round barrel with
gold leaf design inlay and cannon turns. The lock plate
marked A. MOR and finished in white steel. Metalwork
with white steel finish. GC full stock with steel furniture
with vase shaped finial and star design on the butt cup, silver wire inlay on the back strap with mother of pearl escucheon. VGWO&C NLR

Estimates - Although we do not print most estimated prices
we will be happy to provide them for you. Please contact
Greg on +64 9 579-3771

522 - EASTERN TALWAR
Middle Eastern/Indian antique sword. 66cm Curved blade
with inlay pattern. Wooden T shaped grip with nail head
design. FC
523 - PARANG
A decorative Madau Parang. 46cm blade with pitting and
stains. GC horn pistol grip. VGC

514 - STEEL FLINTLOCK PISTOLS
Pair of antique all steel box lock Flintlock pistols, circa
1800. 1¼” 80 bore turn off Queen Anne style barrels marked
LONDON on breech, with borderline and foliate engraving.
VGWO&C NLR

516 - POTSDAM FLINTLOCK MUSKET
Antique, circa 1700’s Percussion Flintlock Musket. 35½”
.65 cal barrel with dovetail foresight and basic rear sight.
The lock marked POT’S DAM and with swan neck cock.
The brass backing plate with Prussian crown, engraved
brass triggerguard, butt plate and ram rod guides. Metalwork with all over speckled dark patina. Woodwork with
small pins instead of bands and has an aged checked repair
in front of the triggerguard and cheek swell on the left hand
side. F-GWO&C NLR

520 - CAVALRY SABRE
Most likely German or Austrian Sabre. 87cm curved blade
with ¾ fuller to both sides. Steel hilt with three stranded
nuckle bow and flat guard. Wood grip without binding. Metalwork with dark aged patina. FC

522

516

519

526 - ARTILLERY LUGER AND RIG
WWI Imperial German 9mm cal LP08 pistol. 8” Barrel with
fixed foresight and original rear sight, marked with the serial number and Army acceptance mark. The chamber dated
1917 and the toggle DWM. The right hand side is marked
with DWM Military proof marks. All serial numbers are
matching except the magazine which its number can’t be
made out but is the correct original type. Metalwork retains
near all original rust blue and faint straw colours with some
loss of finish on the side plate, muzzle and above the safety.
ExC original grips. Included is its original matching number
stock. The stock is also marked with crisp Army cartouche
and is fitted with the top strap and leather boot. The holster
is stamped in ink on the inside B.A.V 1916 and embosed
makers mark JULIUS ARMADE MOYS 1916. Includes its
original cleaning rod. Matching number stocks are seldom
encountered on Artillery Lugers and are very desirable. VGExWO&C B/CLR
526

520

523
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527 - LUGER MAGAZINE POUCH
Twin original leather pouch for Luger magazines ExC
528 - AMERICAN EAGLE LUGER
An extremely rare and seldom seen first model American
Eagle Luger pistol manufactured for export by DWM to
U.S.A. 4¾” .30 Luger cal barrel with saw tooth sight and
marked with the seial number. The chamber is marked with
U.S Eagle. The dish toggle with toggle block is marked
DWM. The frame is marked with the full serial number
190** and GERMANY and fitted with grip safety. Metalwork retains near all original blue and straw colours. ExC
original grips and magazine. This is a very fine example of a
scarce 114 year old pistol. ExWO&C CLR EST 5500-8000
529 - ARTILLERY LUGER PISTOL
WWI Imperial German LP08 pistol. 8” 9mm cal barrel with
fixed foresight adjustble rear and marked with serial number and Army test proof. The chamber dated 1917 and the
toggle marked DWM. The right hand side is also marked
with German Military proofs. VGC original chequered
walnut grips. All external numbers are matching except
the magazine which is the correct WWI type. Metalwork
retains most original rust blue and straw colours showing
holster and handling wear to the side plate and grip straps.
VGWO&C B/CLR
530 - BROOM HANDLE MAUSER
WWI period C96 pistol. 5½” 7.63 (30 mauser) cal barrel
and with faint address on the chamber and with correct rear
sight. The frame marked WAFFENFABRIK MAUSER
OBENDOR NECKAR. Metalwork with some areas of pin
pricking marks and all over reblue. GC original grips. Missing the firing pin. GC CLR

536 - FN 49 RIFLE
Belgian made semi automatic rifle. 23” 30.06 cal barrel with
bayonet and original sights. The receiver marked with FN
Herstal address. Metalwork with most original parkerised
finish. ExC original woodwork complete with swivels and
includes its 10R magazine. VG-ExWO&C ELR

528

537 - M14 RIFLE
Chinese M305 copy of the U.S M14 .308 cal rifle. 25”
Barrel with faux flash hider and original sights. Receiver
marked outdoor arms. Metalwork with near all parkerised
finish. GC wooden stock with sling and 5R magazine.
ExWO&C ALR

529

538 - TRILUX SCOPE AND MOUNT
Original NZ Military Trilux optic and dust cover mount for
the L1A1 rifle, most black paint finish and original metal
tag. Optic is clear but as usual the Tritium has expired. VGC

530

539 - SLR MAGAZINES
Two 20R L1A1 Magazines. One with little finish and the
other with some paint finish. FC
540 - THOMPSON MAGAZINES
Three 30R stick magazines in a WWII belt carry pouch. In
good order and condition. GC

531

541 - WALTHER OLYMPIA PISTOL
An extremely rare and collectable Walther model 1936
target pistol as used in the 1936 Berlin Olympics to win
Germany five gold medals. 7¼” .22lr barrel with original
sights and Nazi commercial proof marks (also on the side).
Marked with Walther banner logo, Zella Mehlis address and
Olympia Pistole. Metalwork retains near all bright original
blue finish. ExC original chequered right handed grip and
includes two extremely rare barrel weights (harder to find
than the gun!) and original magazine. ExC B/CLR

532

536

531 - SHANGHAI POLICE BROWNING 1910/22
Rare Shanghai Police marked Browning semi auto pistol.
4¼” .380acp cal barrel, slide with original FN markings.
The grip is correctly marked GM (Gendarmerie Mobile)
and 253 as well as small Hanzi characters and x 8659. GM
Also correctly marked on the magazine. Metalwork with
most overall original dulling blue. Worn but original grips.
GWO&C B/CLR

542 - WALTHER GSP PISTOL
German .22lr Target pistol. 4½” barrel, slide marked with
Ulm address and banner logo and with original adjustable
sights. Metalwork with most original thinning blue finish.
VGC right handed grip. Includes original box with extra
grip and magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

532 - SWEDISH 1907 PISTOL
Swedish Military Browning 1907 pistol. 5” 9mm Browning
Long cal barrel slide with original sights and HUSQVARNA
markings. Near all original Military matte finish. ExC original hard rubber grips with lanyard ring. VGWO&C B/CLR
533 - STEYR HAHN PISTOL
Chilean Military Austrian made semi auto pistol. 5” 9mm
Steyr cal barrel. Slide with original sights and charger guide
marked STEYR 1912 MOD 1911, Chilean crest and EJERCITO DE CHILE. Metalwork has thinning to grey finish in
areas as well as some pitting at the edge of one of the grips.
GWO&C B/CLR
534 - L1A1 AUTOMATIC RIFLE
NZ Military ‘SLR’ automatic rifle. 25” .308 cal barrel with
original flash hider, bayonet lug and original sights. The
receiver marked RIFLE 7.62MM L1A1 and AD61 (LITHGOW 1961) serial number prefix as well as broad arrow
marks. The receiver has the select fire change lever and
automatic sear still present. Metalwork is in as issued ExC
with all its original parkerised finish. The woodwork has deluxe Military parade finish with clear lacquer over the wood
and chrome plated butt plate and green plastic carry handle
and 20R magazine. ExWO&C CLR
535 - L1A1 RIFLE
NZ Military “SLR” .308 cal rifle. 20” Shortened barrel with
flash hider and bayonet lug and original sights (these were
shortened during the Malay conflict). Receiver marked
L1A1 etc and AD 68 date. Metalwork with most original
parkerised finish with grey finish to the dust cover ExC synthetic furniture and includes its 20R magazine. VGWO&C
ELR

543 - WALTHER OSP PISTOL
German .22 short target pistol. 4½” barrels slides with adjustable sights. Most blue thinning to grey in a few spots.
GC right hand grip. GWO&C B/CLR

537
535

544 - WALTHER OSP PISTOL
Similar to previous lot but with custom made grip. GWO&C
B/CLR
545 - WALTHER CONVERSION KIT
.32 cal conversion kit for the GSP semi auto pistol. Includes
two magazines. ExWO&C B/CLR
546 - OERLIKON GUN
A British/NZ Military WWII period 20mm Oerlikon anti
aircraft gun. Mk4 reciever marked KAU 41.DATE. Broad
arrow. The gun has had the breech block/linkage removed to
deactivate as per usual. Included with the gun are two right
hand magazines, two shoulder rests, two magazine levers
and mag loading plates. Metalwork has little original finish.
Note: This lot can only be viewed prior to the Auction at
SAI Guns & Ammo. GC CLR

541

547

547 - BESA MACHINEGUN
NZ Military Besa Tank machinegun 27” 7.92mm cal barrel.
The receiver marked BESA MKIII* N arrow Z 311 7.9mm
and serial number. Metalwork with desert camo pattern and
sits on steel plinth. The gun is ex Rotorua R.S.A and has
been deactivated with the breech block remaining fixed in
the forward position. GC CLR
546
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548 - CUTAWAY BREN GUN
NZ Military MKI Bren Gun Ex Rotorua R.S.A. The MKI
barrel has been pinned to deactivate it. The receiver without
bolt has viewing cutaway panels and has the dial sight and
marked NZ and MKI. Most black paint finish. GC woodwork and fixed length bipod. GC CLR

559 - JUNGLE CARBINE
British Military SMLE No.5 Carbine. 20” Barrel with flash
hider and bayonet lug. Action without markings other than
serial number on the wrist. Metalwork with most blue. GC
woodwork with some handling dings particularly around the
magazine. Includes webbing sling. GWO&C ALR

548

549 - BREN GUN
Deactivated MKI Bren gun. Barrel has been welded into the
action. The action has bolt carrier with firing pin missing,
deactivating grind and gas rod is missing. Action with dial
sight and marked MKID 1941 ASR. Fixed length bipod and
GC woodwork. GC CLR

560 - NAGANT RIFLE
Soviet Military pre WWII M91/30 bolt action rifle. 29”
7.62x54R cal barrel with 1932 date and arsenal marks. Metalwork with near all Military reblue. VGC woodwork complete with bayonet. VGWO&C ALR

551 - VIETNAM NAGANT RIFLE
Ex Rotorua R.S.A NZ Army ‘bring back’ Chinese M44 Nagant rifle. 21” 7.62x54R cal barrel with iron sights, Chinese
arsenal mark and 1960 date. Bolt is missing the firing pin.
Metalwork is quite heavily pitted in areas. Laminated original stock with heavy use marks. FC ALR

552

552 - WALTHER PPK PISTOL
Post War, circa 1965. .32 auto cal barrel, slide with original
sights and marked with banner logo and Ulm address. Metalwork retains near all original blue with some holster wear
near the muzzle and grip strap wear. VGC original brown
grips. Includes original holster and cardboard box with test
target and magazine. VGWO&C CLR
553 - VZ 70 PISTOL
Czech .32 auto cal semi auto pistol. 3½” barrel, slide with
original sights and marked with CZ logo and VZOR 70 CAL
7.65 etc. Metalwork with most original finish. VGC plastic
grips. VGWO&C CLR
554 - BERETTA 1934 PISTOL
WWII Romanian contract Italian made pistol. 3½” .380 cal
barrel, the slide with original sights and Beretta markings
with 9 SCURT for the caliber and cm in circle contract mark
is on the frame. Most original blued finish. VGC original
grips. VGWO&C CLR

562 - BULLPUP MINI 14 RIFLE
A custom aftermarket ‘Bullpup’ rifle using a Ruger mini 14
as the base gun and fitting it into a new stock and grip configuration. 16” .223 cal barrel with muzzle break fitted. The
stock is marked MUZZLEITE and the carry handle fitted
with a copy of the Colt red dot sight. Includes polymer 30R
magazine. As used in the Arnold Schwarzanegger movie Total Recall. ExWO&C ELR
551
553

571
557

565 - PPS43 MAGAZINE
Stick magazine for the Soviet WWII S.M.G. Near all blue
finish. ExC
566 - PPSH DRUM MAGAZINE
71R drum magazine for the WWII Soviet PPSH41 S.M.G.
Near all blued finish. ExC

559

567 - THOMPSON 30R STICK MAGAZINE
An unopened Thompson 30R magazine dated 1969 in it’s
original packaging. Maker is unknown. ExC

569

556 - NAMBU TYPE 94 PISTOL
Imperial Japanese Army semi automatic pistol. 3½” 8mm
cal barrel with original sights. The frame marked with Nagoya Nambu arsenal marks and showa 14.1 (January 1939).
Metalwork with near all overall blued finish. VGC Bakelite
original grips. Mismatched number but correct magazine.
Missing the lanyard ring otherwise VGWO&C CLR

558 - K98 RIFLE
WWII German 8mm cal barrel. Chamber marked dou 44
and with Waffen amt and Russian capture marks. Metalwork with most Russian reblue and VGC laminated stock.
VGWO&C ALR

563 - MINI 14 MAGAZINE
Two plastic mini 14 Ramline brand magazines. Also fits
AR15 and AR180. Smoke colour. ExC
564 - VALMET MAGAZINE
.223 cal M77 or Galil 30 shot magazine. Blued steel with
near all blue finish. ExC

556

555 - NAMBU TYPE 14 PISTOL
Imperial Japanese Army semi automatic pistol, 4½” 8mm
cal barrel with original sight. The gun is marked with Tokyo
arsenal marks and showa 5.6 (June 1930) plus inspection
marks. Metalwork with near all overall finish. VGC correct
wooden grips and mismatched serial number on the magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR

557 - ARISAKA TYPE 38 RIFLE
Imperial Japanese WWII bolt action rifle. 31” 6.5 cal barrel
with original sights. The chamber with the Chrysanthinum
& 38 markings in tact and the action with Tokyo arsenal
mark and dust cover. Metalwork with dark overall patina.
GC original two piece woodwork complete with swivels
and cleaning rod. G - VGWO&C ALR

561 - AUTOMATIC ARMS RIFLE
A scarce Australian Automatic Arms SAR 5.56mm cal
semi auto rifle. 17” Barrel with flash hider, bayonet lug and
sights. The receiver fitted with 4 power scope. Metalwork
has a few areas of speckling on the left hand side otherwise has near all its finish. VGC plastic furniture. Includes
its 30R magazine (accepts AR15 magazines). Scope is a bit
cloudy, otherwise VGWO&C ELR

550

550 - VIETNAM AK47
A NZ Army bring back ex Rotorua R.S.A AK47 assault rifle. The barrel has been cut through in the selection below
the gas tube as well as the bolt face welded to deactivate
it. Milled receiver marked M22 and metalwork with most
blued finish. GC woodwork with period camoflauge. U.S
green nylon cloth attachment. GC CLR

568 - H&K VP70 PISTOL
German, circa 1970’s 9mm pistol. 4 1/2” 9mm cal barrel,
the slide with original fixed sights and marked VP’70Z
HECKLER & KOCH etc. One piece polymer frame. Near
all finish to the slide. Includes original box with test target
and extra magazine. VGWO&C B/CLR
569 - PARA ORDNANCE P14 PISTOL
U.S double stack magazine 1911 type .45acp cal pistol. 5”
Barrel, slide with fixed sights. Frame with extended beavertail and ambi safety. Most blued finish, includes box with
three magazines. VGWO&C B/CLR

570

568

561

572

570 - TANFOGLIO PISTOL
Italian 9mm pistol based on the CZ75. 4½” Barrel with
fixed sights. Metalwork with thinning original blue and
some staining to the slide. Includes two extra magazines.
GWO&C B/CLR
571 - TAURUS TRACKER REVOLVER
.22lr double action revolver. 6½” Slab side stainless steel
barrel and action with seven shot cylinder. Metalwork with
only a few minor scratches. VGC original rubber grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
572 - RUBY REVOLVER
Spanish double action revolver. 3” .32 S&W cal barrel.
Frame marked with Ruby extra logo. Metalwork has near all
blue and case colours. VGC original grips. VGWO&C CLR
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573 - ASTRA CADIX REVOLVER
Spanish double action target revolver. 5¾” .32 S&W Long
cal barrel with adjustable sights. Metalwork with near all
original blue. VGC original wood grips. VGWO&C B/CLR
574 - NORINCO 56S RIFLE
Semi auto Chinese variant of the AKM. 16” 7.62x39 cal
barrel with muzzle break and sights, bayonet and lug has
been removed. Action with most blued finish and fitted with
B Square ‘no gunsmith’ mount. Draganov style synthetic
stock and 30R magazine. VGWO&C ELR

573

574

580

579

587

591 - P14 RIFLE
British Military WWI P14 .303 cal bolt action rifle. 26½”
Barrel with original sights, chamber marked ERA (Edystone) and the receiver ordnance and broad arrow marked.
Metalwork has most thinning original blue. VGC original
woodwork with some handling dings. VGWO&C ALR

588

592 - WWI SMLE RIFLE
British Military 303 bolt action No1 MKIII rifle. 25” Barrel
with original sights and bayonet lug. Wrist marked crown/
GR BSA 1918 SHT LE III*. Most original finish. VGC
original woodwork with brass butt plate and sling swivels.
VGWO&C ALR

589

591

579 - PPS .22 RIFLE
Italian Pietta semi auto .22lr model PPS/50 rifle styled on
the Russian PPSH S.M.G. 16” Barrel with ventilated heat
shield. Metalwork with near all finish. ExC synthetic stock
and 15R? stick magazine. ExWO&C ALR

593 - LEE ENFIELD RANGE RIFLE
WWI NZ Military marked SMLE rifle. 25” .303 cal barrel
with rear sight correctly removed & the receiver fitted with
Parker Hale range sight & correct full covered top wood
replacement. Chamber NZ marked & the wrist crown/GR
BSA 1916 SHT LE III*. Metalwork with most overall finish. ExC woodwork complete with swivels. VGWO&C
ALR

577

580 - CITADEL M1-22 RIFLE
Chiappa .22lr copy of the M1 carbine. 16” Barrel with
sights. Metalwork with near all original finish. ExC woodwork with 10R magazine. ExWO&C ALR

594 - SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE
Spanish Airforce bolt action M1943 short rifle. 25” 8mm cal
barrel with original sights. Chamber with Airforce crest and
cal. Metalwork with most overall blue. VGC woodwork.
VGWO&C ALR

581 - AK47 MAGAZINE
30 Shot steel type with European spine. Near all blue. VGC
582 - 40R AK MAGAZINE
Bulgarian plastic AK47 40R magazine. In as new ExC
592

583 - 40R AK MAGAZINE
Same as previous lot. ExC
584 - G3 WOODWORK
Wooden stock and forend with synthetic pistol grip for the
H&K G3 rifle. GC

595 - SPANISH MAUSER
Similar M1943 short rifle to the previous lot but some pin
prick staining to the metalwork. GWO&C ALR
596 - REPRODUCTION BROWN BESS MUSKET
Italian Pedisoli remake of the British Flintlock Musket.
41½” .75 cal barrel, action with swan neck cock and marked
crown/GR GRICE 1962. Metalwork has original white finish without staining. ExC woodwork complete with rod and
bayonet. ExWO&C ALR

593

585 - TWO S.M.G BOOKS
The U.S M3A1 Grease gun & The Reising S.M.G Story by
F Iannamico, soft cover, small format, B&W photos. ExC
586 - COLT ARMY SPECIAL REVOLVER
Circa 1920 U.S Colt double action revolver. 4” 32-20 cal
barrel marked COLT ARMY SPECIAL 32-20 W.C.F. Frame
with Colt logo. Metalwork with near all original blue thinning on the edges and at the muzzle. ExC original hard rubber grips. ExWO&C B/CLR

589 - ARMSCOR REVOLVER
Mod TC 6” double action revolver .38 special, barrel with
adjustable sights. Most blued finish. GC wooden grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR
590 - MARGOLIN 22 PISTOL
Russian .22lr target pistol. 6” Barrel with adjustable sights.
Near all blue except the grip straps. VGC plastic grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

577 - WALTHER G22 RIFLE
German .22lr ‘Bullpup’ style semi auto rifle. 25” Barrel with
original sights and silencer. Action reversable to left hand.
ExC green synthetic stock with extra magazine. Currently
registered as E category but could be changed to A category
if required as it is now A compliant. ExWO&C ELR
578 - ARMI JAGER RIFLE
Italian .22lr semi auto model AP80 rifle styled on the AK47.
16” Barrel with iron sights. Metalwork has most finish to the
blued parts but loss on the alloy parts. GC woodwork and
high capacity magazine with some pitting. GWO&C ELR

588 - MAB MODEL D PISTOL
French semi automatic pistol. 4” .32 acp cal barrel, slide
with original sights and arsenal markings, the otherside is
marked POLICE D’ETAT. Metalwork with near all original
blue and excellent original grips. Firing pin missing, otherwise ExC B/CLR

575

575 - NORINCO SKS RIFLE
Detachable box variant of the Chinese SKS rifle. 20”
7.62x39 cal barrel with folding bayonet and original sights.
Metalwork with most original blue but the butt plate is pitted on the edges. VGC original wooden stock and includes
its 30R magazine. VGWO&C ELR
576 - L1A1 RIFLE
Ex NZ Military ‘SLR’. 20” 308 cal barrel with flash hider
removed. Action with 63 date and grey patina. The pistol
grip has been removed to make it A catagory and has a modified triggerguard and grip. The butt is original wood. Has 7
shot magazine. FWO&C ALR

587 - COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER
Circa 1916, U.S double action revolver. 4” .32 Police cal
barrel with original front sight and marked with Hartford
address POLICE POSITIVE 32 POLICE CTG. Frame
with 6 shot cylinder and Colt Rampant horse logo. Metalwork has most original blue thinning on the barrel and
leading edges. VGC original hard rubber Colt logo grips.
VGWO&C B/CLR

597 - REPRODUCTION KENTUCKY RIFLE
Italian Pedisoli remake of a Flintlock Kentucky rifle. 35”
Octagonal .45 cal barrel with near all blued finish and iron
sights. Case coloured action. ExC woodwork with brass furniture and patch box. ExWO&C ALR

596

597

594

598 - THOMPSON CENTER PERCUSSION RIFLE
U.S 50 cal rifle. 28½” Octagonal barrel with iron sights and
near all blue. Action with set trigger, engraving and case
coloured finish. VGC woodwork with aged brass furniture
and sling. VGWO&C ALR

586
598

27
599 - WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SHOTGUN
U.S pump action 16g shotgun, circa 1959. 27” Barrel with
full choke and New Haven address. Metalwork retains
most original blue thinning on the top and bottom of the
gun. VGC woodwork with Winchester rubber butt pad.
VGWO&C ALR

604 - SEARS GOOSE GUN
Bolt action Model 101 shotgun. 21” 12g barrel with polychoke. Most blued finish, box magazine and VGC woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

602

605 - WINCHESTER 06 RIFLE
Circa 1907 .22lr pump action rifle. 20” round barrel with
New Haven address. Metalwork with dark patina and some
pin pricking. Woodwork with wire bound repair at the wrist.
FWO&C

600 - MARLIN 22 RIFLE
Modern U.S .22lr Model XT22 bolt action rifle. 22” Blued
barrel with sight and silencer. Action with 3.9x40 AO scope.
Metalwork retains near all original blue. ExC synthetic
stock with sling. ExWO&C ALR
601 - MARLIN 22 SEMI AUTO RIFLE
Model 70HC .22lr. 18” Blued barrel with iron sights. Action with red dot sight and box magazine. Most blued finish. VGC woodwork. Includes extra magazine. VGWO&C
ALR

606 - MARLIN 22 RIFLE
Model 60 semi auto rifle. 21” Barrel with iron sights and
tube magazine. Action with 20mm scope and near all blued
finish. VGC woodwork. VGWO&C
607
603

602 - C.A.C SHOTGUN
Scarce 12g 2 3/4” side by side hammerless ejector box lock
live pigeon gun manufactured by Colonian Ammunition Co.
NZ Ltd. Twin sets of same numbered barrels. 30” and 25”
with English proofs. Action and barrels shiped in the white
and finished in NZ. Heavily scroll engraved actions. GC
woodwork with wear to the pistol grip and adjustable pad.
Contained in boxwood case. G-VGWO&C ALR

609 - PERCUSSION FOWLER
Most likely built from Military and sporting parts. 20g barrel, Military type lock. GC 1/2 stock. FWO&C NLR
599
604

600
NOTES
We will have an arms officer in attendance for your convenience to arrange permits.
* Pistol Club shooters – If you wish to uplift a pistol on your
B license at the auction you will have to bring with you a
“pinky” form from your pistol club secretary. Otherwise you
can arrange to pick up the pistol at a later date.
We will have EFTPOS for your convenience. Note there is
often a bank limit on eftpos of $2000. We accept Visa and
Mastercard – 3% surcharge will apply for credit cards. Sorry
we do not accept American Express.
Please bring gun bags and/or lock boxes for transport of firearms from the venue.
POSTAL BIDDERS
We guarantee to get your lots at the lowest possible price
having regard to the next highest postal bid, bidding of the
floor and any reserves. Send your bids early, if two bids are
the same the first bid we receive takes preference. Fax or
post your bids on the postal bidding form included with the
catalogue to the number or address below. Payment must be
made on receipt of invoice. Do not wait until you get your
permits as delay hold up payments to our vendors. Sorry we
can not courier to post boxes, our courier requires a physical address. International bidders please contact us for an
estimate on freight and other charges.
BUYERS PREMIUM
12% Buyers premium on the hammer price applies plus
G.S.T on the premium only
POSTAL REQUIREMENT OF 1993 ARMS ACT
All firearms and ammunition (excluding antique) require
an accompanying statement from a police officer validating
your license. A form can be downloaded from our website.
Pistols, restricted weapons & military style semi automatics
require a permit to procure before delivery.

607 - ROSSI .22 RIFLE
Brazilian pump action rifle. 22” round barrel with ¾ magazine. Take down action. Metalwork with most blue. VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR
608 - FLOBERT RIFLE
Unnamed Belgian Flobert action .22lr target rifle. 28” Octagonal white metal heavy barrel with Belgian proofs. VGC
woodwork, action does not stay on cock, otherwise GC.
ALR

603 - BONEHILL SHOTGUN
Side by side 12g Hammer shotgun. 30” Barrels marked
BONEHILL BIRMINGHAM and with blued steel finish
and fading case coloured engraved locks. Tight action, VGC
woodwork. VGWO&C ALR

601

608

610 - REMINGTON 22 RIFLE
Model 514 single shot .22lr bolt action rifle. 24” barrel, metalwork with near all blued finish. ExC woodwork.
ExWO&C ALR

CARVELL’S AUCTIONS STANDARD CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Buyers Premium. Buyers will be charged 12% of the hammer price, G.S.T. will be charged on the
buyers premium only.
2. All lots sold as shown & with all faults, imperfections & errors of description. The Auctioners act
as agent: they have full discretion to refuse any bidding or to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale
without in either case giving any reason: neither they nor the vendor are responsible for errors of description or for genuiness or authenticity of any lot or for any fault or defect in it, & make no warrant
whatever. Due to the accurate reproduction of some badges & particularly German, we catalogue all
such items as they appear to be, this is in line with major acution houses worldwide, it is up to the
bidder to satisfy himself on any such lots.
3. The highest bidder to be the purchaser, subject to the Auctioneers having the right to refuse bidding
of any person. Should any dispute arise as to the biddings the lot in dispute to be immediately put up
for sale again at the preceding bidding or the Auctioneers may declare the purchaser.
4. No person shall advance less at a bid than the sum to be nominated by the Auctioneer & no bid
shall be retracted.
5. All lots sold subject to the right of the seller or his agent to impose a reserve.
6. The purchaser to give his name, address, firearms license details & to pay for all lots in full at
the conclusion of the sale. In default of which matters the lot or lots purchased may be immediately
resold.
7. The lots are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of the hammer & are to be taken away at the buyer’s
expense, in default of which the Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible if the same are lost,
stolen damaged or otherwise destroyed, but they will be left at sole risk of the purchaser. If the lots are
not cleared or paid for, they may be sold immediately without prior notice being given to the defaulter.
8. Firearms Licenses and /or appropriate permits must be produced along with receipted invoices prior
to delivery of any lot.
9. Payment: Bank Cheque, Cash, Personal Cheques by arrangement, the Auctioneers reserve the right
to request identification in the case of any purchaser not known to the Auctioneers. Credit Cards i.e.
Mastercard/Visa will be accepted, however a 3% service charge will apply.
10. The Auctioneers cannot be held responsible for any injury or damage to persons or property thru
attempts to fire any firearms which are all sold as collectors items only, this also applies to all ammunition.
11. POSTAL BIDS: Lots will be bought as favorably as allowed by other such bids, bidding on the
floor and any reserve. All bids must be accompanied by a signed photo copy of your firearms license.
Only successful bidders will be notified. Freight and Packing charges incurred will be paid by the
successful bidder. we dispatch via Courier, street address or suitable drop point, PLEASE NO P.O
BOXES. We take all care but accept no responsibility. Each package has $1000 insurance limit, also
applies to items sent by post.
12. POSTAL BIDDERS: PAYMENT MUST BE MADE ON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, DO NOT
WAIT UNTIL YOU GET YOUR PERMITS, DELAY HOLD UP PAYMENT TO OUR VENDORS.
13. FIRST TIME BIDDERS will need to establish a line of credit by supplying credit card details
14. We accept your bids in good faith however bad debts and change of mind are not acceptable.
Recovery of debts will be strongly pursued through legal channels
15. If you are bidding on behalf of another person you are responsible for inspecting the item and
payment.
16. Weights and measures are only an approximate.
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CARVELL’S AUCTIONS
POSTAL BIDDING FORM



Name:
Address:
Credit Card#

Exp

/

Signature
Firearms License#
Prefered Method of payment - tick box: Visa Mastercard Cheque
Bank Cheque Pay on pick up Online Banking* 3% surcharge on credit cards
Lot#

Description of Lot

Maximum Bid NZ$
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We remind you to get your bids in early, if we receive two bids of the same amount the first one
received stands. We endevour to get items for you at the lowest possible price.
New Postal Bidders: Will need to establish a line of credit by supplying current credit card details in the space above, you will be given the option to choose your method of payment
Fax bids by 8pm 2 days prior to the auction (649) 579-3401 or post to Carvell’s Auctions P0 Box 112313 Penrose 1642. Auckland. New Zealand. (please include your phone number)
Payment to be made within 7 days of receiving your invoice

I agree to the terms and conditions of the auction
Signature:
Date:

